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ABSTRACT 

 Fragile X Protein (FMRP) is an RNA binding protein linked to the most common 

form of inherited mental retardation, Fragile X syndrome (FraX).  Despite its ubiquitous 

expression and presence of non-neuronal phenotypes, FMRP function remains 

understudied outside of neural and synaptic development.  In addition to severe cognitive 

deficits, FraX etiology also includes postpubescent macroorchidism, which is thought to 

occur due to overproliferation of the germline.  Using a Drosophila model for FraX, I 

have shown that FMRP controls germline proliferation as well as dorso-ventral polarity 

during oogenesis.  dFmr1 null ovaries exhibit egg chambers with increased numbers of 

germ cells and ventralized embryos.  The number of cyclin E and phosphohistone H3 

positive cells is increased in dFmr1 germaria compared to wild-type, suggesting that the 

mutant germline cells exhibit defects in proliferation. .  In addition, BrdU incorporation is 

increased during vitellogenesis, consistent with a prolonged S phase for endoreplicating 

nurse cells.  Here I report the FMRP controls the levels of cbl mRNA in the ovary and 

that the overproliferation and polarity defects found in dFmr1 ovaries can be rescued by 

reducing cbl dosage in half.  These data suggest a model whereby FMRP regulates 

cellular proliferation and polarity during oogenesis by controlling the E3 ubiquitin ligase 

cbl. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Fragile X syndrome 

Fragile X syndrome (FraX), the most common form of inherited mental 

retardation, is due to loss of function of a single gene, FMR1, which encodes a sequence 

specific, RNA-binding protein (FMRP).  FraX affects about one in 4,000 males and one 

in 8,000 females (Jin and Warren, 2000).  In addition to cognitive defects, other 

phenotypic characteristics associated with FraX include abnormal facial features 

(elongated face, prominent jaw, high forehead, large protruding ears, and low muscle 

tone), machroorchidism (i.e. enlarged testicles) in postpubescent males and mild 

connective tissues defects.  Patients with FraX are often diagnosed with cases of sleep 

disturbances, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorders, autism (10% of patients) and 

seizures (20% of children). Most patients have an IQ below 70, with a range from as low 

as 20 to normal (Chudley et al., 1983).   

FraX was one of the first human disorders identified to be caused by a 

trinucleotide repeat expansion (Verkerk et al., 1991).  The disease is caused by a CGG 

trinucleotide repeat expansion within the 5’UTR of the FMR1 gene, which results in its 

transcriptional silencing.  Nearly all cases of FraX are caused by a mutation in the DNA 

segment known as the CGG triplet repeat, within the 5’UTR (Verkerk et al., 1991) of the 

FMR1 gene. This is a very important distinction because Huntington disease, for example 

contains expansions within the coding region.  Normally the CGG triplet sequence is only 

repeated from 5 to about 40 times.  Due to an unknown mechanism, this region is 
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unstable and can expand and contract. When the repeat number falls between 50 and 200, 

the allele is referred to as a premutation and patients carrying this form of the gene suffer 

from early onset ataxias (males) (Brunberg et al., 2002; Jacquemont et al., 2003; Warren, 

1996) and premature ovarian failure (females) (Allingham-Hawkins et al., 1999; 

Schwartz et al., 1994). When the expansion reaches 200 or more repeats in length, the 

FMR1 promoter becomes extensively methylated (Bell et al., 1991; Hansen et al., 1992), 

with concomitant loss of gene expression (Pieretti et al., 1991; Sutcliffe et al., 1992).  A 

few FraX patients exhibit partial or complete deletions and point mutations (De Boulle et 

al., 1993) within the FMR1 locus, confirming that the FMR1 gene is the sole one 

involved in the pathogenesis of FraX. Thus it is the loss of the FMR1 gene product – the 

Fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP), which causes FraX (Hagerman and 

Hagerman, 2002; Tassone et al., 1999; Verkerk et al., 1991). 

1.1.a. A model for FMRP function  

FMRP along with its autosomal paralogs, Fragile-X-Related-Proteins FXR1P and 

FXR2P (Tamanini et al., 1999), comprise the family of RNA-binding proteins (fragile X 

related gene family) that shares over 60% of their amino acid identity and contains two 

RNA-binding motifs: two ribonucleoprotein K homology domains (KH domains) and 

cluster of arginine and glycine residues (RGG box) (Ashley et al., 1993; Siomi et al., 

1993).   

FMRP has been known to associate with large numbers of proteins in various 

complexes, reflecting its ability to participate/function in a large number of cellular 
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processes.  For instance it associates with its autosomal paralogs FXR1 and FXR2 as well 

as Nucleolin (Ceman et al., 1999), CYFIP (Schenck et al., 2001), NUFIP (Bardoni et al., 

1999), 82-FIP (Bardoni et al., 2003), Lgl (Zarnescu 2005), among others.  A number of 

experiments provide evidence that FMRP functions in RNA metabolism by regulating the 

transport (Dictenberg et al., 2008; Estes et al., 2008) and local translation of specific 

mRNAs in neurons (Antar and Bassell, 2003; Zalfa et al., 2003).  Some of the mRNAs 

that it associates with are psd95 (Brown et al., 2001), futsch (Brown et al., 2001) and 

rac1 (Castets et al., 2005). It has been shown that FMRP functions in neuronal 

morphology during development (Antar et al., 2006) and synaptic function (Kaytor and 

Orr, 2001).  Additionally, it has been shown to associate with polyribosomes as an mRNP 

(Feng et al., 1997) in the entry and exit of the nucleus (Fridell et al., 1996) and in actin 

dynamics (Reeve et al., 2005).   

1.1.b. FraX – Animal models 

In 1994 a mouse model of FraX was produced by the knock-out of the murine 

FMR1 homolog (Consortium, 1994).  It has been reported that these mice display 

behavioral and learning defects as well as morphological phenotypes in dendritic spines 

(Nimchinsky et al., 2001), which are similar to those found in human patients.  In 2000 

the fly ortholog dFmr1 was discovered (Wan et al., 2000) and shown to be highly similar 

to its mammalian counterpart.  dFmr1 protein contains all the RNA binding domains 

found in FMRP, including the two RNA binding domains, KH1/2 and the RGG box 

(Wan et al., 2000) it also has a 35% identity in amino acid composition and 56% 
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similarity in the overall sequence.  However, if one takes a closer look at the protein 

domains, the degree of conservation is much higher (Fig. 1) (Zhang et al., 2001).  The fly 

protein binds RNA with the same homopolymer preference as the human protein and this 

is dependent on the KH domains.  Loss-of-function mutations in dFmr1 show phenotypes 

with striking similarities to the human syndrome, including neurological and behavioral 

defects (Zarnescu et al., 2005b).  Loss of FMRP in Drosophila leads to altered larval 

crawling behaviors (Xu et al., 2004), erratic patterns of locomotor activity, arrhythmic 

circadian activity and reduced courtship activity due to the inability to maintain interest 

(Dockendorff et al., 2002).  This inability to maintain interest in courtship is similar to the 

ADHD that some FraX patients experience.  dFmr1 flies with a loss of FMRP show an 

increase in synaptic boutons and overelaborated synaptic terminals, similar to the 

dendritic overgrowth of human FraX patients (Hinton et al., 1991; Nimchinsky et al., 

2001; Zhang et al., 2001). Thus the fly is an excellent model for studying FraX, which I 

used to uncover new functions of FMRP, in cellular proliferation and differentiation 

during gametogenesis. 
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 FMRP has been shown to play a role in many different tissues in the Drosophila 

melanogaster model organism.  For instance, dFMRP is associated with neuronal 

development, spermatogenesis and oogenesis (Costa et al., 2005; Estes et al., 2008; 

Zhang et al., 2004).  Using the fly larval neuromuscular junction it has been shown that 

dFmr1 is required for synaptic morphology and function.  Using loss of function 

experiments with dFmr1 it has been seen that synaptic bouton numbers increase and lead 

to overelaborated synaptic terminals, whereas dFmr1 gain of function results in 

underelaborated synaptic terminals and enlarged synaptic boutons (Zhang et al., 2001).   

Given that human male patients experience macroorchidism, studying spermatogenesis in 

a model organism was the next step.  Studies have shown that dFmr1 null mutant flies 

also experience enlarged testes and are nearly sterile (>90%).  Additionally, dFmr1 

mutants show loss of microtubules as spermatogenesis progresses, suggesting that dFmr1 

regulates microtubule stability (Zhang et al., 2004).  Recent studies have shown that a 

loss of dFmr1 function also leads to defects during oogenesis (Costa et al., 2005). dFmr1 

is upregulated in developing oocytes and plays a role in the formation of the 16-cell cysts 

in the germarium  (Costa et al., 2005). This leads to egg chambers with aberrant numbers 

of nurse cells and a possible function in oocyte differentiation in loss of function 

dFmr1mutant flies (Costa et al., 2005).  More recently it has been shown that dFmr1 

plays a role in germ stem cell maintenance and fate control during oogenesis (Yang et al., 

2007). My work extends these findings to show that FMRP controls the proliferation of 

the germline and the polarity of the oocyte during oogenesis. 
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Now given that we do not fully understand all the roles that FMRP plays and none 

of the papers by (Costa et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2004) and (Yang et al., 2007) have 

addressed cellular proliferation and polarity functions dependent on FMRP, I chose to 

examine FMRPs role in proliferation, stem cell proliferation and differentiation in 

Drosophila oogenesis.  Specifically asking the question, “how does Fragile X Protein 

regulate cellular proliferation and oocyte polarity during Drosophila oogenesis?” 

  

1.2. Drosophila oogenesis 

Drosophila ovaries arise from three sources during their embryonic development.  

Before the individual parts of the ovaries are assembled, differentiation of the ovary 

begins during late third instar (King, 1970; Mahowald and Kambysellis, 1980).  

Throughout most of larval life stages anterior-posterior organization is simple, yet 

identifiable.  Large germ cells remain restricted to the middle of the ovary (Lasko and 

Ashburner, 1990), while the smaller somatic cells are situated at the poles (Brower et al., 

1981; Patel et al., 1987).  The first evidence of morphological differentiation is the 

stacking of subsets of anterior somatic cells into 16 clusters containing roughly 10 disc 

shaped cells each.  These cells will eventually form the terminal filaments at the anterior 

end of each ovariole.  The germ cells from each terminal filament are incorporated into 

their attached developing ovariole, which is bound by an extracellular matrix known as 

the tunica propria.  The ovary is also attached to a muscle sheath known as the peritoneal 
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sheath at both its apical regions and its posterior end.  The somatic cells at the posterior 

end seemingly give rise to the basal stalk region of the ovary (King et al., 1968). 

 

1.2.a. Cyst Formation 

 The germarium essentially acts as an assembly line, with new egg chambers being 

produced from the germ-line and somatic stem cells.  In a typical germarium there are 12 

cysts ahead of germ-line stem cells: 1 cystoblast, 3 successive stages of cyst formation, 6 

cyst of 16 cells, and at the posterior end a single stage-1 egg chamber (Fig. 2)  (Spradling, 

1993).  The number of cysts in the ovariole varies due to age and environmental 

conditions.  Cysts in the germarium move from the dividing anterior germ-line stem cells 

to the posterior end, either due to pressure from the dividing cells or from contractions of 

the muscle sheath.  In adults it takes roughly 7 days before a stage-2 egg chamber is 

created from the germ-line stem cells (Wieschaus and Szabad, 1979).  In contrast the first 

cyst, which was formed in the pupal ovary, develops much faster than other cysts, even 

when produced under ideal conditions (Carpenter, 1981).   

Germ Stem cells 

 At the time in development when the cystocyte divisions begin, a subset of germ 

cells is set aside as germline stem cells, which continue to divide asymmetrically and 

give rise to cystoblasts throughout the life of the adult (Telfer, 1975).  Therefore at the 

anterior tip of each ovariole there are approximately 2-3 germ-line stem cells (Carpenter, 
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1975; Koch and King, 1966; Schupbach et al., 1978; Wieschaus and Szabad, 1979).  

Stem cells divide asymmetrically producing a daughter stem cell and a cystoblast.  These 

two to three stem cells do not alternate divisions regularly, yet undergo two to five burst 

divisions successively before the next stem cell starts (Lin and Spradling, 1992).  
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Figure 2. – A wild-type Drosophila germarium  

A typical wild-type Drosophila germarium showing the 3 separate regions and the 
formation of a 16 cell cyst.  Proliferation only occurs in regions 1 and 2.  Regions 1 and 
2a contain large proliferating germline stem cells, cystoblasts and cystocyte clusters.  
Region 2b contains a 16 cell cyst being surrounded by follicle cells via the 
intrafollicular stalk.  Region 3 contains a fully formed stage 1 egg chamber. 

CNRS/IJM Jean-René Huynh 
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Follicle stem cells 

 Besides the terminal filaments, roughly 100 other somatically derived cells exist 

near the outer surface of each germarium, known as follicle stem cells.  Clonal analysis 

using dec-1 chorion mutations (Wieschaus et al., 1981) suggests that all adult follicle 

cells exist in the second instar gonad.  These stem cells are required to replenish the 

follicle and interfollicular cells that are lost as each new egg chamber leaves the 

germarium.  Follicle stem cells reside in two rings: a large anterior ring generating 

prefollicular cells and a posterior ring, which produces the interfollicular cells separating 

adjacent cysts (Carpenter, 1981; Chandley, 1966). 

Germ cell divisions 

 As each 16-cell germ-line cyst is produced so is a newly developed egg chamber 

from the posterior end of the germarium.  The cyst initially forms when one of the stem 

cells at the germarium goes through unequal divisions producing a cystoblast.   The 

cystoblast than goes through a particular pattern of cell division, that is much different 

from its sister stem cell.  This newly formed cystoblast divides exactly 4 more times, 

through a process known as incomplete cytokinesis, where the daughter cystocytes 

remain connected through specialized cleavage furrows called ring canals (Spradling, 

1993).  These 4 divisions are considered cleavage-like, with the daughter cells being 

smaller than the parent cystoblast (50µm3 vs. 200µm3) (King, 1970).  This suggests that 

division is turned on before the doubling of the cell mass.  Cystoblasts presumably divide 

synchronously, since their cytoplasms remain interconnected through ring canals.   
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 The lineage of the cystocyte can be partially traced due to the number of ring 

canals that remain connected from each cell.  The first two cystocyts to divide retain four 

canals, the next two retain three canals, the next four retain two canals, while the 

remaining eight cells have just one canal (Brown and King, 1964; Burgos and Fawcett, 

1955; Spradling, 1993) (Fig. 3).  The number of ring canals can be determined in older 

egg chambers via immunofluorescent staining with Rhodamine-Phalloidin (Warn et al., 

1985).  

Nurse cell and oocyte formation 

 After the completion of cystocyte divisions a major cell cycle change occurs, the 

16 cyst cells enter a long S phase constituting the premeiotic S phase of the future oocyte.  

During the progression of development, the synchrony of the 16 cyst cell is lost, while 

only one cell will continue to go through meiosis, becoming the oocyte.  The remaining 

15 cells continue to grow and differentiate, becoming polyploid nurse cells.  These nurse 

cells contribute cytoplasmic components to the oocyte, including a number of mRNAs 

that accumulate in the oocyte (Dalby and Glover, 1992; Ephrussi et al., 1991; Kim-Ha et 

al., 1991; Suter and Steward, 1991; Wharton and Struhl, 1989). 
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Figure 3. – Pattern of interconnections within a 16-cell cyst 

The interconnections produced by the four cystocyte divisions are shown 
diagrammatically, according to the standard nomenclature (King, 1970).  One 
of the two cells with four ring canals, i.e., cell 1 or cell 2, always becomes the 
oocyte in normal egg chambers. 
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Nurse cells develop entirely different from the oocyte.  At first multiple 

cystocytes assemble synaptonemal complexes, suggesting future nurse cells enter 

meiosis, like the oocyte (Spradling, 1993).  By the time the cystocytes exit the 

germarium, all 15 of the nurse cells have abandoned their meiotic cycle, growing rapidly 

through endoreplication, even forming polytene chromosomes in certain species 

(Redfern, 1981; Ribbert, 1979).   

Separation of individual cysts 

 When the 16-cell cyst is in the large middle region of the germarium it is deemed 

region 2.  As the cyst moves posteriorly it becomes surrounded by a layer of follicle cells.  

Envelopment of the cysts is a slow process; cysts found at the anterior portion, region 2a, 

are not fully enclosed in follicle cells.  At the posterior portion, region 2b, inwardly 

migrating follicle cells separate individual cysts (Spradling, 1993).  As the follicle 

covered cysts reach the end of region 2 they become more round.  Afterwards the 

inwardly migrating pre-interfollicular stalk cells separate out a stage-1 egg chamber, this 

constitutes region 3 of the germarium (Brown and King, 1964; Koch and King, 1966; 

Mahowald and Strassheim, 1970). 

 Follicle cells voyage from the walls of the germarium to surround the cysts, the 

first such noticeable migration is accomplished during oogenesis.  The follicle cells only 

associate with the 16-cell cysts.  The region 2 follicle cells associate with the 16-cell 

cysts because of a possible induction of a certain ligand on the cystocytes surface, or 

from the expression of a follicle cell receptor for the cystocyte ligand.  Identifying the 
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initial number of follicle cells surrounding a cyst is challenging due to the chambers 

being closely packed and some somatic germarial cells contributing to the interfollicular 

stalk (Spradling, 1993).  Egg chambers continue to grow in size creating a linear 

progression of progressively older egg chambers up to stage 14 in the ovariole (Fig. 4) 

(Cummings and King, 1969). 

Oocyte determination/differentiation 

 In female cysts, after mitotic divisions are completed, cystocytes lose their 

synchrony and oocyte-specific factors begin to accumulate in one of the cells, indicating 

that the cyst has become polarized.  The Drosophila oocyte consistently contains four 

ring canals, the oocyte also differs from the remaining 15 nurse cells, as they cannot be 

recognized till mid way through region 2 of the germarium (Day and Grell, 1976; Koch et 

al., 1967).  Recent studies have found the first piece of evidence that suggests a 

differential transport of material from future nurse cells to the oocyte (Mahowald and 

Strassheim, 1970).  While the cystocysts are dividing, an asymmetrical ring canal 

complex, known as a “polyfusome”, is created that spans all 16 cells, through complex 

cytoskeleton transformation (King and Storto, 1988; Koch and King, 1966; Lin et al., 

1994; Meyer, 1961).  Cytoplasmic material flows through these ring canals and the 

fusomes help establish a system of directional transport between cystocytes that underlies 

oocyte determination (Lin and Spradling, 1995).  However, detection of cytoplasmic 

constituents is not detectable until the cystocytes reach region 2b of the germarium.  As  
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ring canals grow in diameter, spindle remnants disappear and microtubule bundles form, 

suggesting a mechanism by which intercellular transport is regulated exists in early cysts.   

 Genetic studies provide evidence of how differential transport might be important 

to oocyte formation.  Genes for oskar (Ephrussi et al., 1991) and tudor (Golumbeski et 

al., 1991), RNA-binding protein gene orb (Lantz et al., 1992), and the hu-li tao shao (hts) 

gene encoding adducing-like protein are necessary for normal ring canal formation (Yue 

and Spradling, 1992) and selectively accumulate in the oocytes of germinal cysts.  

Mutant alleles of hts result in a decrease of normal oocyte formation; this can be 

attributed to the possibility of abnormal ring canals not allowing proper intercellular 

transport.  Without the transport and selective accumulation of multiple components 

produced throughout the cysts, a cystocyte that is normally destined to become the oocyte 

will revert to a nurse cell like fate (Yue and Spradling, 1992). 

 The major reorganization of cytoskeletal components including microtubules is 

possibly the reason as to why cysts have the ability to differentially transport mRNA and 

other components into the oocyte (Theurkauf and Hawley, 1992).  A single microtubule-

organizing center can be seen in the occyte at the end of region 3 of the germarium, 

which appears to organize the microtubules extending throughout the cyst. 

 As cysts progress though the germarium posteriorly they constantly interact with 

follicle cells, however, no evidence shows that follicle cells are necessary for proper 

oocyte differentiation.  One of the earliest signs of the anterior-posterior axis is the 

movement of the oocyte to the posterior end of the cysts (Gonzalez-Reyes and St 
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Johnston, 1994).  Follicle cells also aid in conveying spatial information on the anterior-

posterior axis, specifically the interfollicular stalk cells that lie both anterior and posterior 

of every stage-1 egg chamber.  Mutations in the gene dicephalic, spindle, bipolar oocyte, 

unicorn and encore disrupt the polarity.  Many of these mutations lead to oocytes being 

improperly placed into the middle of the cysts with 15 nurse cells distributed randomly 

on either side of the oocyte.  However, these mutations create oddly placed oocytes, 

differentiation of the oocyte is not affected and these chambers complete oogenesis 

(Spradling, 1993). 

1.2.b. Vitellogenesis 

Nurse cell and oocyte development 

 The onset of vitellogenesis begins approximately two days after egg chambers 

leave the germarium.  The nurse cells and oocyte continue to grow but diverge greatly 

from each other in their processes.  The oocyte nucleus is actively transcribed in the 

germinal cysts, but is subdued shortly after its exit from the germarium.  After exiting the 

oocyte chromosomes condense, while the germinal vesicles remain relatively large and 

develop a distinctive “endobody” (Mahowald and Kambysellis, 1980).  These spherical 

organelles are thought to play roles in assembling small nuclear ribonuclearprotein 

(snRNP) complexes (Spradling, 1993). 

 Nurse cells experience changes in their nuclear organization during the growth 

period after exiting the germarium.  After initial rounds of endoreplication, nurse cell 
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chromosomes remain somatically paired.  Some other Dipteran nurse cells develop large 

polytene chromosomes.  However, in Drosophila nurse cells the homolog association 

weakens around stage 4, and nurse cell chromatin is not able to be seen.  Satellite DNAs 

become underrepresented as the nurse cells decrease their amount of DNA (Hammond 

and Laird, 1985).  However, the nurse cells retain more satellite DNA than other 

polyploidy cells.  In addition to retaining more satellite DNA, nurse cells also develop 

peculiar nucleoli, which at stage 9 encompasses a shell of interconnected fibers around 

the outside of the nucleus.  Nurse cell retain more rRNA genes than other polyploidy 

cells and synthesize more rRNA at potentially higher rates (Spradling and Orr-Weaver, 

1987). 

 In order to coordinate nurse cell and oocyte growth a mechanism must be 

established.  Nurse cells and oocytes both increase their volume at similar rates, yet 

germinal vesicles are inactive.  Cytoplasmic growth of the oocyte is controlled by a rate 

of transport of materials through the ring canals and through to the oocyte.  The nurse 

cells located closer to the oocyte, specifically the four connected directly through the 

oocyte’s ring canals, experience an extra round of endoreplication.  Dicephalic mutant 

egg chambers contain up to 45% more nurse cell DNA at stage 10.  Nurse cell DNA 

content is inversely related to the number of nurse cells in each egg chamber, despite 

their anterior or posterior location (Spradling, 1993). 

 Follicle cells divide in order to maintain a monolayer around the growing egg 

chambers.   They accomplish this by going through four to five rounds of division, 
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resulting in approximately 1000 cells by the end of stage 5 (Margolis and Spradling, 

1995).  After stage 5 the follicle cells will stop dividing, however, continuing to grow in 

size through up to five rounds of endoreplication (Spradling and Orr-Weaver, 1987).  

Yolk Production 

 The yolk supplies the developing embryo with nutrients.  During stages 8 through 

10 the Drosophila eggs accumulate a large amount of yolk, which has three major parts 

to it: protein-coating particles, glycogen-rich particles, and lipid droplets.  These protein-

rich yolk particles start to form when the oocyte membrane is able to access the 

hemolymph due to a loosening of the follicle cell layer.  Yolk precursor proteins 

(vitellogenins) traverse from their original site of synthesis, in fat bodies, to endocytic 

vesicles at the oocyte plasma membrane through hemolymph (DiMario and Mahowald, 

1986).  Vitellogenins contain a signal that mediates their uptake by the oocyte (Warren et 

al., 1979; Yan and Postlethwait, 1990).  Glycogen-rich yolk particles, however, appear 

late in egg chamber development (stage 13), and are most likely synthesized in the oocyte 

via the mitochondria surrounding them.  In contrast to the glycogen-rich particles, lipid 

droplets being to appear at stage 8, in the nurse cells.  Nurse cells synthesize these lipid 

droplets that are later transported to the oocyte (Spradling, 1993). 

 Major yolk proteins are encoded by three-single copy genes: YP1, YP2, and YP3 

(Postlethwait and Jowett, 1980; Warren and Mahowald, 1979).  YP1 and YP2 are encoded 

in region 9A and control expression in both fat body (Bownes and Hames, 1977) and 

follicle cells. YP3 resides on the X chromosomes and is regulated slightly differently, 
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being less expressed in follicle cells (Bownes et al., 1990).  All three of these proteins are 

posttranslationally modified with glycosyl, phosphate and sulfate residues, which aid in 

storage (Baeuerle and Huttner, 1985).  Modification only occurs after they are 

synthesized and relocated into the secretory pathway via a sequence cleavage signal 

(Minoo and Postlethwait, 1985; Warren and Mahowald, 1979).  

 Yolk production in the fat bodies is normally limited to females; however ovaries 

containing eggs ready to uptake yolk are not required (Bownes, 1989).  However males 

can express YP1 using hsp70 fusions, showing that YP1 transcripts can be processed and 

their proteins effectively released in to the hemolymph (Kraus et al., 1988).  Therefore, 

no evidence currently exist limiting yolk protein posttranslational regulation to the sexes.  

Yolk protein genes reside towards the end of the sex determination hierarchy.  Somatic 

sex determination genes maintain and initiate yolk protein production in fat bodies 

(Bownes and Nothiger, 1981).  Two genes are involved in the maintenance and synthesis 

of yolk protein, tra-2 and doublesex (Baker and Ridge, 1980; Burtis and Baker, 1989).  

Recent studies have shown that both the male and female specific proteins of doublesex 

bind to fat body enchancers of YP1 and YP2.  However, tra-2 is not required to maintain 

yolk protein synthesis in follicle cells of female Drosophila (Bownes et al., 1990; 

Spradling, 1993). 

Follicle Cell Migrations 

 The follicle cell layer becomes polarized along the anterior-posterior axis when 

the oocyte induces the follicle cells at one end of the egg chamber to accept a posterior 
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fate (Gonzalez-Reyes and St Johnston, 1994).  Accepting this posterior fate requires 

gurken in the germline and Egfr in the soma (Gonzalez-Reyes et al., 1995; Roth et al., 

1995).  The Gurken protein is a TGFα-like molecule and expressed at the posterior of the 

oocyte, it associates with Egfr to activate a tyrosine kinase signaling cascade that 

specifies a posterior fate (Neuman-Silberberg and Schupbach, 1993, 1996). 

By stage 9 nearly all follicle cells begin to migrate posteriorly towards the oocyte.  

A step wise model exists for the patterning of the follicle cell layer along the anterior-

posterior axis.  First, the follicle cell epithelium is divided into terminal and main-body 

follicle cell populations.  The formation of the two symmetrical terminal follicle cell 

populations is independent of the oocytes position, suggesting that the germline doesn’t 

play a role in determining these cell fates.  The next step is a symmetric prepatterining 

within each terminal follicle cell population.  Lastly, the oocyte will induce one set of 

terminal follicle cell populations to adopt a posterior fate.  Breaking the symmetry of the 

follicle cell layer gives rise to an anterior and posterior follicle cell population (Gonzalez-

Reyes and St Johnston, 1998).   

Follicle Cell Migration over the Oocyte 

Anterior follicle cells are subdivided into three distinct populations along the 

anterior-posterior axis; border cells, stretched follicle cells and centripetal follicle cells.  

Border cells are a group of 6-10 cells delaminating from follicular epithelium at the 

anterior tip migrating between nurse cells to the anterior portion of the oocyte.  While 

boarder cells are migrating, about 50 stretched follicle cells spread to cover the remaining 
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nurse cells.   Lastly, the rest of the follicular epithelium traverses posteriorly to engulf the 

oocyte.  In order to make room for the migrating cells, cells at the posterior end normally 

become columnar in shape.  Once these migrations are complete the centripetal follicle 

cells posterior to the stretch follicle cells position themselves over the anterior of the 

oocyte.  Next these centripetal follicles cells begin to migrate toward the center of the egg 

chamber, dividing the nurse cells from the oocyte, during stage 10b (Spradling, 1993). 

Border cell migration 

It is interesting that gurken plays a role in border cell migration, given that it has 

only been thought to function in establishment of polarity.  During stages 9 and 10 when 

the border cells migrate, Gurken localizes to the dorsal anterior corner of the oocyte.  

Once there, Gurken signals the overlying follicle cells via a MAP kinase pathway to 

specify a dorsal cell fate (Ray and Schupbach, 1996).  These cells are first recognizable 

when they are lagging behind at the anterior end of the egg chamber, while all other 

follicle cells are moving towards the oocyte.  These border cells extend actin-rich 

filapodia in between nurse cells and migrate through the middle of the nurse cell clusters 

until they reach the border between the oocyte and the nurse cells in the middle of stage 

10B.  Finally, the cells migrate a short distance toward the dorsal side of the egg chamber 

where two polar follicle cells, a subset of border cells, extend processes to form the pore 

in the micropyle that allows sperm entry (Spradling, 1993).  
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1.2.c. Oocyte Polarity 

Nurse cell – oocyte transport 

 Nurse cells provide oocytes with a large portion of their cytoplasmic constituents.  

Many ribosomes and mitochondria are produced in nurse cells and transferred to the 

oocyte.  It has been documented through electron scanning microscopy that large 

organelles, such as mitochondria are present in the ring canals of adjacent cystocytes.  

This accounts for a general continuous and unselective flow of material from nurse cells 

towards oocytes, during oogenesis.  Two distinct phases of transport of material have 

been suggested involving histone mRNA within egg chambers (Ambrosio and Schedl, 

1985; Ruddell and Jacobs-Lorena, 1985).  Before stage 10, histone mRNA undergo 

periodic synthesis and breakdown within nurse cells. At this time the discontinuity in 

histone mRNA is apparent across the ring canals between the nurse cells and oocyte.  

This suggests that mRNAs are not freely flowing in the nutrient stream.  After stage 10, 

histone mRNAs build up at high levels and are transferred to the oocyte along with the 

remaining nurse cell contents, upon breakdown (Spradling, 1993). 

 

Mechanism of Early Transport 

 Several mechanisms have been proposed to account for the transport of material 

from nurse cells to the oocyte through ring canals; morphology of the ring canals and 
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microtubules.  The morphology of the ring canals is thought to play a role in the 

movement of material through the canals into the oocyte as the egg chamber grows just 

prior to nurse cell breakdown.  Ring canal morphology lends a few clues to the proposed 

mechanism of transport.  During egg chamber growth the ring canals grow in size from 

1µm to more than 10µm in diameter.  They also accumulate a large amount of 

filamentous actin that can be seen using rhodamine-phalloidin (Warn et al., 1985).  

Material transported from nurse cells at the anterior tip of the egg chamber has to pass 

through up to three separate ring canals before it is “dumped” into the oocyte. For this 

reason, it is thought that a size gradient exists, where larger ring canals will join at the 

oocyte.  The four ring canals connected to the oocyte are drawn together just prior to 

nurse cell breakdown (Lin and Spradling, 1995; Spradling, 1993). 

 Recent evidence has emerged supporting the idea of microtubules in transporting 

materials from the nurse cells to the oocyte, given that microtubules have been observed 

within ring canals.  Oocyte growth (Koch and Spitzer, 1983) and localization of mRNAs 

within the oocyte are disrupted by inhibitors such as colchicine and taxol that disturb 

microtubule function (Pokrywka and Stephenson, 1991).  Using electron micrographs, 

mitochondria have been seen passing through ring canals, which are known to be 

transported on microtubules via kinesin motors.  Given this information it is likely that 

the class of RNAs entering the oocyte early on might be transported on kinesin-like 

molecules.  A microtubule-based mechanism would be a natural extension of the system 

through which material is transported early in the germarial cysts during oocyte 

determination (Spradling, 1993). 
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Nurse Cell Breakdown 

 Nurse cell breakdown is a rapid process that moves a lot of nurse cell product into 

the oocyte, nearly doubling its volume in less than 30 minutes.  Stage 10B egg chambers 

have an actin-based filament system that forms within the nurse cells (Gutzeit, 1986b).  

There microfilament bundles reach sizes of up to 30µm in length connecting the nurse 

cell nuclei and their plasma membranes.  Cytoplasmic oscillations and streaming increase 

in both nurse cells and oocytes and are thought to be the cause of “nurse cell dumping” 

(Gutzeit and Koppa, 1982).  These two mechanisms as to why nurse cell dumping occurs 

were established by using the drug cytocholasin B, preventing microfilament formation 

and nurse cell oscillations (Gutzeit, 1986a).  Cytoplasmic streaming was proven to be a 

cause of nurse cell dumping via the treatment of colchicines, since it was then removed 

from the picture, cytoplasmic oscillations still existed (Gutzeit, 1986b).  After nurse cells 

have broken down into their remnants, fibrous masses of actin, remain outside the oocyte 

and eventually degrade along with the degenerating nurse cell nuclei.   

 So one can ask, “what drives this breakdown process?’  There is no definitive 

answer as of today, but some speculate that the forces that drive egg chamber elongation 

could be the answer.  Nurse cell breakdown is accompanied by a rapid flattening of the 

columnar follicle cells surrounding the oocyte.  This causes the egg chamber to increase 

substantially in length between stages 10B and stage 12.  Given that nurse cell nuclei and 

membranes are linked together through actin filaments, they might be simultaneously 

driven posteriorly.  This type of force would cause the cytoplasm to push forward 

through the ring canals enlarging the oocyte (Spradling, 1993). 
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Egg Shell Formation 

 Like most insect egg shells the Drosophila egg shell must be strong enough to 

support the egg in its host environment.  Supporting minimal water loss and efficient gas 

exchange are essential for embryonic respiration.  These functions are obtained via 

specialized shell layers.  Moving from the oocyte outward these consist of the vitelline 

membrane, the wax layer, the inner chorionic layer (ICL), the endochorion, and the 

exochorion.  In mature eggs the vitelline membrane, a rigid structure, aids in maintaining 

shape once all the outer layers have been removed (Pascucci et al., 1996).  The 

endochorion forms the major-structural and gas-exchanging components of the egg.   The 

air passageways surrounding the egg are maintained by this layer, through a series of 

pillars, keeping the porous “floor” separated from the “roof.”  The endochorion air 

channels open to the outside environment through areopyles, located at the posterior pole 

and in two major structures: the dorsal respiratory horns and dorsal appendages 

(Margaritis et al., 1976).  The thin ICL and wax layer “waterproof” the egg just prior to 

being laid (Akey et al., 1987; Akey and Edelstein, 1987; Spradling, 1993). 

 

Anterior-Posterior and Dorsal-Ventral Polarity 

 The anterior-posterior (A/P) and dorsal-ventral (D/V) axes of the Drosophila egg 

and embryo are established through two cell signaling steps from the germline to the 

somatic cells (Gonzalez-Reyes et al., 1995; Gonzalez-Reyes and St Johnston, 1994; Roth 

et al., 1995) during oogenesis.  Both of these steps depend on the function of the genes 
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gurken (grk) and Egfr (Drosophila epidermal growth factor receptor homolog also called 

torpedo (top)) (Gonzalez-Reyes et al., 1995; Roth et al., 1995; Schupbach, 1987; 

Schupbach and Wieschaus, 1991).  Egfr is required by the follicle cells, while grk  is 

required by the oocyte (Schupbach, 1987; Schupbach and Wieschaus, 1991).  grk 

encodes a transforming growth factor (TGF)-α-like protein that serves as a ligand for 

Egfr (Neuman-Silberberg and Schupbach, 1993).  The activation of Egfr by Grk leads to 

two types of dorsal follicle cell fates.  The first is a dorsolateral cell fate which produces 

the dorsal appendages and the second is a dorsal midline cell fate, located between the 

appendage producing cells (Pai et al., 2000).  After one subgroup of cells within the 

follicular epithelium acquires a posterior cell fate (Gonzalez-Reyes et al., 1995; Peri and 

Roth, 2000; Roth et al., 1995), they send a signal back to the oocyte that leads to 

rearrangement of the cytoskeleton (Gonzalez-Reyes et al., 1995; Neuman-Silberberg and 

Schupbach, 1996; Roth et al., 1995; Ruohola et al., 1991).  Cytoskeleton rearrangement is 

required for the proper localization of determinants to the anterior and posterior poles 

(Clark et al., 1994; Lane and Kalderon, 1994; Pokrywka and Stephenson, 1991) and 

therefore the establishment of the anterior-posterior axis (Gonzalez-Reyes et al., 1995; 

Rongo and Lehmann, 1996).   

 Dorsal-ventral polarity events can first be witnessed during the mid stages of 

oogenesis, when the oocyte nucleus, which is positioned in the center of the oocyte, 

relocates to the future dorsal-anterior corner of the oocyte (Mahowald and Kambysellis, 

1980; Neuman-Silberberg and Schupbach, 1996).  The movement of the nucleus is 

dependent on the prior rearrangement of microtubule network (Gonzalez-Reyes et al., 
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1995; Koch and Spitzer, 1983; Roth et al., 1995).  Once the nucleus has moved, the grk 

RNA present in the oocyte localizes around the future dorsal-anterior corner of the oocyte 

near the oocyte nucleus (Neuman-Silberberg and Schupbach, 1993).   

 Spatially restricting the grk transcript to the future dorsal-anterior corner of the 

oocyte is necessary to ensure proper dorsal-ventral patterning.  If the grk gene dosage is 

increased, the grk RNA transcript will be mislocalized resulting in a dorsalized egg and 

embryo (Neuman-Silberberg and Schupbach, 1994).  In these dorsalized egg chambers 

the grk transcript is found to be mislocalized as an anterior ring around the entire 

circumference of the egg chamber (Neuman-Silberberg and Schupbach, 1993).  

Suggesting that grk encodes a spatially restricted ligand that acts to locally activate Egfr, 

establishing the dorsal side of the egg chamber (Neuman-Silberberg and Schupbach, 

1996).  Once the grk RNA has become localized to the dorsal-anterior cortex, Grk protein 

disappears from the ooplasm of the oocyte and is exclusively found at the future dorsal 

cortex, functioning as an extracellular ligand.  Additionally, in the late stages of 

oogenesis (10-12) while the grk RNA is tightly localized at the dorsal-anterior cortex, the 

Grk protein forms an elongated anterior-posterior stripe extending over half the oocyte’s 

dorsal midline (Neuman-Silberberg and Schupbach, 1996).   

 Another gene that is important in the dorsal-ventral patterning is orb; it is required 

for the grk RNA to become localized at the dorsal-anterior cortex (Neuman-Silberberg 

and Schupbach, 1996).  Orb, a Drosophila CPEB (cytoplasmic polyadenylation element 

binding) protein, is required for both RNA localization and translational regulation at 

multiple steps during oogenesis.  Orb also associates with the Drosophila Fragile X 
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Mental Retardation (dFMR1) protein as part of a complex that controls the localized 

translation of mRNAs in developing egg chambers (Costa et al., 2005).  One of the key 

regulatory targets of orb is its own mRNA, and this autoregulatory feature is crucial to 

ensure that high levels of Orb protein are expressed in the oocyte to aid in the grk RNA 

relocalization.  Orb is also responsible for determining the A/P and D/V axes in the egg 

and embryo, in the formation of the 16 cell cysts and involved in oocyte differentiation.   

 During oogenesis Orb and dFMR1 colocalize dynamically.  Orb is first detected 

in newly formed 16-cell cysts in the presumptive oocyte, while dFMR1 is found in all the 

16 cell cysts; it is in higher concentration in the presumptive oocyte as well.  At the onset 

of vitellogenesis both these proteins concentrate around the oocyte nucleus after it has 

relocated to the dorsal-anterior cortex.  Given that these proteins colocalize it suggests 

these proteins might function in common steps of oogenesis (Costa et al., 2005).  (Chang 

et al., 2001) showed that when orb expression is reduced, defects in the D/V polarity 

ensued.  (Costa et al., 2005) showed that dFmr1 functions to antagonize orb, rescuing the 

D/V polarity defects of a reduction in orb, suggesting that dFmr1 negatively regulates 

orb accumulation via its autoregulatory effects.   dFmr1 controls this orb accumulation 

by downregulating orb mRNA translation (Costa et al., 2005).   

 In addition to grk, orb and Egfr (torpedo - top) another gene, cbl, has been 

identified to play a role in the D/V patterning of the egg and embryo (Fig. 5).  The 

Drosophila cbl gene encodes two isoforms, D-Cbl-L and D-Cbl-S (Robertson et al., 

2000).  Using mosaic follicle cells (Pai et al., 2000) found through a screen that mutant 

D-Cbl induces hyperactivation of Egfr and that either isoform is sufficient to rescue the 
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lethality of a D-Cbl null mutant (Pai et al., 2006).  Suggesting that both isoforms 

downregulate Egfr signaling.  It has been shown that cbl negatively regulates Egfr 

activity by targeting the activated receptor tyrosine kinase complex for degradation 

(Joazeiro et al., 1999; Lee et al., 1999; Levkowitz et al., 1999; Miyake et al., 1997; 

Yokouchi et al., 1999) and via receptor internalization and destruction (Pai et al., 2006).  

The precise activation of Egfr is needed for correct follicle cell fates and this is 

accomplished by two levels of control.  The first which we mentioned above: localization 

of Grk activating Egfr to different levels in different follicle cells. The second is the 

repression of the Egfr activity through D-Cbl to ensure the absence of signaling in the 

ventral follicle cells (Pai et al., 2000).  It has been shown that D-Cbl-L has stronger 

effects on reducing Egfr signaling than D-Cbl-S.  Mutations causing overexpression of  

D-Cbl-L, not D-Cbl-S, result in reduced Egfr signaling and suppression of constitutive 

Egfr activation.  Also the two isoforms function in different areas of the follicle cells,    

D-Cbl-L is detected in punctuated cytoplasmic patterns, while D-Cbl-S localizes mainly 

to the follicle cell cortex (Pai et al., 2006).  Therefore, the two isoforms of cbl 

downregulate Egfr signaling through distinct mechanisms.   
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Figure 5. – Establishment of D/V polarity 

Establishment of the dorsal-ventral polarity of the mature oocyte are controlled via 
two mechanisms working together: 1) grk associating with Egfr (dorsal side) and 
2) cbl regulating Egfr (ventral side) 
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So in addition orb, grk and cbl interact with Egfr to control the fate of the follicle cells 

that determine the D/V polarity of the egg. 

Dorsal Appendage Formation 

 Remodeling and folding of epithelial layers into more complex structures is a 

recurring theme in Dipteran development.  The creation of dorsal appendages (DAs) 

begins at the start of stage 11, while nurse cells go through apoptosis.  During DA 

formation the somatic cell layer consists of two distinct populations with distinct 

morphologies, the stretch and columnar cells.  At the anterior of the egg approximately 

50 stretch cells exist that aid in patterning the anterior of the egg shell and help in proper 

nurse cell cytoplasm “dumping” into the oocyte.  At the posterior end of the egg, over the 

oocyte, reside the columnar cells.  After the most anterior of these cells (centripetal cells) 

migrate inward closing off the oocyte, they help in synthesizing the operculum and the 

microphyle (Tran and Berg, 2003).  Additionally two sub-populations of DA follicle cells 

(~65 cells) go through complex reshaping and reorganization of flattened epithelium into 

three-dimensional tubes (Dorman et al., 2004). 

DA forming cells constrict and project outward, changing from a flat layer into 

tubular structures extending anteriorly.  DAs are elaborate specialized structures of 

chorion.  Many of the DA follicle cells secrete filament bases in the regions of their 

attachment before migrating anteriorly.  Once these cells reach their target destination 

they join with a cylinder of cells secreting chorion proteins and commence secretion 

themselves (King, 1970).  Chorion protein synthesis is controlled therefore in part by the 

anterior-posterior gradient along the developing appendage.  The secretion of chorion 
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proteins into the tube lumens is what actually creates the appendage.  The distal third of 

each appendage houses flattened regions known as “paddles” that act as gills (plastrons) 

to support gas exchange when eggs are laid under water.  The formation of a plastron is 

achieved through the breaking of the endochorionic roof into closely spaced plates, each 

supported by meshwork of connecting pillars (Spradling, 1993). 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Fly Stocks 

Fly stocks were raised on standard cornmeal/yeast/molasses/agar medium at 25oC 

and on a 12 hour light-dark cycle.  w1118 (Bloomington Stock Center) was used as wild-

type throughout all experiments. To generate somatic clones in larval eye discs and adult 

ovaries the following stocks were used: whsflp (Bloomington Stock Center w{*}; 

P{neoFRT}82B P{Ubi-GFP}83/TM3, Sb{1} (Bloomington Stock Center #5188), w{*};; 

P{neoFRT}82B P{Ubi-GFP-nls}83/TM3. Sb{1} (Bloomington Stock Center), w;; 

FRT82B dFmr150M/TM6B, Tb, Hu act:GFP (Kendal Broadie, Vanderbilt University) and 

w;; FRT82B dFmr13/TM6B, Tb, Hu act:GFP (Kendal Broadie, Vanderbilt University) 

were used.  

 The following dFmr1 alleles were used for phenotypic analyses: w; P{dFmr1 

wt}/+; dFmr13/TM6C, Tb, Sb (Tom Jongens, University of Pennsylvania) were crossed 

with w;; dFmr13TJ/TM6C, Tb, Sb (Tom Jongens, University of Pennsylvania).  w;; 

DF6265/TM6B, Tb, Hu (Bloomington Stock Center) and w;; FRT82B 50M/TM6B, Tb, 

Hu act:GFP were also crossed with w; Fmr wt/+; dFmr13/TM6C, Tb, Sb using standard 

procedures. 

 The recombinant stock w;;cblF165dFmr13TJ/TM6C, Tb, Sb was derived from the 

stocks: w;; dFmr13TJ/TM6C and w;; cblF165/ TM3 Ser e (Trudi Schupach, Princeton 

University) using female meiotic recombination (see Figure 15 for cross scheme). 
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 Other stocks used include RNAi-dFmr1 (#8933) from the Vienna Drosophila 

RNAi Center, as well as the follicle cell specific Gal 4 drivers 179Y and c323a 

(Bloomington Stock Center) (Manseau et al., 1997). The UAS-YFP dFmr1 line was 

generated using the dFmr1 cDNA (courtesy of Dr. Tom Jongens, University of 

Pennsylvania), which was cloned using the Gateway system into the appropriate Venus 

pUAST transformation vector (Drosophila Genome Resource Center). The hs83-cbl-S 

and hs83-cbl-L lines (a gift from Li Mei Pai, Chang-Gung University, Taiwan) were used 

to overexpress Cbl-S and Cbl-L throughout the developing ovaries. 

 

2.2. Generation of cblF165 dFmr13TJ recombinant chromosome 

 w;; dFmr13TJ/TM6C, Tb, Sb Virgin females were crossed with male w;; 

DcblF165/TM3 Ser e. From this cross virgin female w;; DcblF165/dFmr13TJ were collected 

and crossed with male w;; EP3517/TM6B flies.  From this cross individual males (w;; 

DcblF165 dFmr13TJ/ TM6B) were crossed with virgin female w;; dFmr13TJ/TM6C flies to 

set up a stock using the virgin females and males of the genotype w;; DcblF165 dFmr13TJ/ 

TM6C.  Also from the same cross w;; DcblF165 dFmr13TJ/ dFmr13TJ flies were collected 

and tested for Fmr via a western.  The same males (w;; DcblF165 dFmr13TJ/ TM6B) were 

removed from their dFmr1 test cross after 2-3 days and crossed with virgin female w;; 

DcblF165/TM3 Ser e to test that cbl was in fact present in the recombinant.  In order to 

verify that cbl was indeed present, progeny had to not include flies with serrated wings 

(Ser) and/or humeral shoulders (Hu).  
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2.3. dFmr1 somatic clones 

2.3.a. Eye clones 

To induce mutant clones in the developing eye, females were allowed to lay eggs for 

24 hours, and the eggs were given another 24 hrs to complete embryonic development; at 

which time the newly hatched larvae received a one hour heat-shock water bath at 37oC.  

Vials were then returned to 25oC for two days and then received another one hour heat-

shock water bath treatment at 37oC.  Vials were then returned and kept at 25oC until 

larvae developed in adults and their eyes could be examined.  Homozygous mutant clones 

were white, heterozygous tissue was pale orange and the homozygous wild-type twin 

spot was a dark orange. 

 2.3.b. Ovary clones 

 Clones in the ovaries were generating using two different distinct heat-shock 

regimes, from mutant eye clones.  Females were allowed to lay eggs for 24 hours, and 

were allowed another 24 hours to ensure that all eggs completed embryonic development.  

After hatching, larvae were allowed to grow to their third instar than subjected to a one 

hour heat-shock at 37oC.  Afterwards heat-shocked individuals were placed in 25oC until 

they started to pupate.  Once larvae were at stage 6 of pupation, vials were subjected to 

another one hour heat-shock at 37oC.  Vials were then returned to 25oC and the flies were 

allowed to develop into adults.  Ovaries were examined from adults ranging in age from 

2, 3, 5 and 7 days after eclosion.  
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2.4. Antibodies 

The adducin-like protein Hu-li Tai Shao was detected with monoclonal antibody 

1B1 ((Ding et al., 1993); obtained from the Developmental Studied Hybridoma Center, 

Ames, IA) at a dilution of 1:100.  To detect dFmr1 we used monoclonal antibody 6A15 

(Wan et al., 2000); obtained from Abcam, Cambridge, MA) at a dilution of 1:500.  To 

detect phosphohistone H3, polyclonal rabbit anti-PH3 was used ((Hendzel et al., 1997); 

obtained from Millipore, Temecula, CA) at a dilution of 1:500.  In order to detect cyclin 

A we used monoclonal antibody A12 ((Knoblich and Lehner, 1993); obtained from the 

Developmental Studied Hybridoma Center, Ames, IA) at a dilution of 1:5.  Armadillo 

protein was detected using the monoclonal antibody N27A1 ((Riggleman et al., 1990); 

obtained from the Developmental Studied Hybridoma Center, Ames, IA) at a 1:100 

dilution.  To detect filamentous actin in the ovaries, Rhodamine Phalloidin (obtained 

from Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was used at a 1:300 dilution.  Detection of BrdU 

was done via monoclonal antibody against BrdU ((Gratzner, 1982); obtained from BD 

Bioscience, San Jose, CA).  Detection of EGFR was done using the rabbit polyclonal 

anti-EGFR antibody, a gift from K. Moses (Lesokhin et al., 1999) at a dilution of 1:500.  

Both CblS and CblL were detected using mouse anti-cbl 10f1 from Li-Mei Pai (Pai et al., 

2000) at a dilution of 1:100 for immunohistochemisty and 1:500 in Western blotting.  

GFP was detected using rabbit ant-GFP ((The and Feltkamp, 1970); obtained from 

Rockland Immunochemical, Gilbertsville, PA) at a dilution of 1:2000.  Detection of 

cyclin D was performed via the mouse anti-cyclin D antibody generated by K. Moberg 

(unpublished data) at a dilution of 1:10.  Cyclin E was detected using guinea pig anti-
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cyclin E serum at a dilution of 1:500 (G. Bosco and T. Orr-Weaver, unpublished data).  

Detection of Lethal giant larvae protein was done using affinity purified rabbit anti-Lgl 

generated by D. Zarnescu (Zarnescu et al., 2005a) at a dilution of 1:500.  Ovaries were 

counterstained with DAPI ((Naimski et al., 1980); obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, St. 

Louis, MO) for visualization of nuclear DNA. 

 All secondary antibodies were raised in goat against mouse, rat, rabbit or guinea 

pig IgG, affinity purified and coupled to the FITC, Alexa 568, 594 or 633 fluorophores 

for fluorescent detection of the antigen. These antibodies were obtained from Molecular 

Probes (Eugene, OR), rehydrated according to the manufacturer’s instructions and used 

in conjunction with the appropriate primary antibodies at dilutions of 1/1000 (1/250 for 

RITC or FITC goat anti-guinea pig) . 

 
 

2.5. Immunohistochemistry  

 2.5.a. Larval eye discs and ovary clones 

 Eye imaginal discs were dissected at room temperature in 1X PBS (130mM NaCl, 

7mM Na2HPO4, 3mM NaH2PO4 pH 7.2), from wandering third instar larvae (in which 

somatic clones were induced as described above) .  The discs were immediately fixed in 

4% paraformaldehyde (Ted Pella, Inc) for 30 minutes at room temperature, washed in 

PBS for 20 minutes followed by a 30 minute wash in PBHT (0.02M NaPO4, 0.5M NaCl, 

0.2% Triton X-100 and ddH2O pH 7.4).  Afterwards, samples were blocked in PBHT-
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NGS (PBHT supplemented with 10% Normal Goat Serum, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

MO) for 1 hour, followed by primary antibody incubation for 4-5 hours at room 

temperature or overnight at 4oC.  All antibodies (primary and secondary) were diluted in 

PBHT-NGS. Following two washes in PBHT and two washes in PBHT-NGS for 15 

minutes each, the samples were incubated with the appropriate secondary antibody for 2-

3 hours at room temperature or overnight at 4oC.  Eye discs were then washed for 30 

minutes at room temperature in Rhodamin Phalloidin-PBHT, followed by a 30 minute 

wash in DAPI-PBHT (100µg/ml) at room temperature.  Finally eye discs were washed in 

PBS for 20 minutes, then equilibrated and mounted in mounting medium (Vectashield H-

1000; obtained from Vector Labs, Orton Southgate, England).  Ovarian clones were 

evaluated using the same fixation and staining procedure as for eye imaginal discs.  

 2.5.b. Ovaries 

 Adult females were collected within one day of eclosion and then fattened on wet 

yeast paste in the presence of males, for 2-4 days before dissection.  Ovaries were 

dissected in Grace’s insect cell culture medium (BRL), and then fixed for 20 minutes in 

4% formaldehyde (Ted Pella, Inc.) at room temperature, followed by 30 minutes in 1X 

PBS.  Afterwards, ovaries were washed in PBT in 0.3% Triton (10X PBS, 10% Triton X-

100 and ddH2O) for 20 minutes, followed up by 30 minutes in block (10% natural goat 

serum in PBT with 0.3% Triton) at room temperature.  Next ovaries were incubated 

overnight at 4oC in primary antibody.  All antibodies (primary and secondary) were 

diluted in PBT-NGS.  Ovaries were than washed in PBT with 0.3% Triton for 20 minutes 
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and 30 minutes in PBT-NGS blocking solution at room temperature.  Samples were than 

incubated for 2-3 hours at room temperature with appropriate secondary antibody, 

followed by a 30 minutes wash in PBT.  Ovaries were then washed in DAPI-PBT (with 

0.005% Triton) for 10 minutes, followed up by a 20 minute wash in PBT with 0.3% 

Triton and then mounted in Vector Shield. 

 

 2.5.c. BrdU incorporation  

 Females were fattened on wet yeast paste in the presence of males for 2-4 days.  

Ovaries were dissected in Grace’s insect cell culture medium then incubated for 3 hrs at 

room temp in 30µg/ml BrdU (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), freshly made in Grace’s 

(Boccadoro et al., 1986)).  Following three rinses in fresh Grace’s , ovaries were fixed for 

20 minutes with a 4:1:1 solution of 16% formaldehyde: Buffer B (100mM 

KH2PO4/K2HPO4 pH 6.8, 450mM KCl, 150mM NaCl, 20mM MgCl2): ddH2O.  Ovaries 

were then washed in PBT (PBS with 0.1% Triton) for 15 minutes, followed by an acid 

treatment with 2N HCL for 30 minutes at room temperature.  To neutralize the effects of 

the acid wash, ovaries were then washed for 2 minutes with Borax (100mM at 0.19g/5 ml 

ddH2O) than for 1 hour in PBT with 1% Triton.  Ovaries were than washed in PBT with 

0.1% Triton for 30 minutes.  Afterwards they were placed in blocking solution (PBT with 

5% Goat Serum) for 30 minutes at room temperature, followed by incubation in mouse α-

BrdU monoclonal antibody at 1/20 over night at 4oC.  The next day ovaries were washed 

in BSA blocking solution (20% BSA in PBT with 0.1% Triton – 0.2% final) for 2 hours.  
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Ovaries were then placed in blocking solution (PBT with 5% goat serum) for 30 minutes 

before being incubated for 2-3 hours at room temperature in secondary antibody (mouse 

α-FITC at 1/1000).  Ovaries were than washed in PBT with 0.1% Triton for 30 minutes 

before being washed for 10 minutes in DAPI-PBT (with 0.005% Triton).  Lastly ovaries 

were washed in PBT for 20 minutes before being mounted on Vector Shield. 

2.6. In Situ Hybridizations 

Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) experiments were performed essentially as 

previously described (Lecuyer et al., 2007). In brief, PCR products were generated from a 

cbl-S cDNA template (generously provided by Li Mei Pai, Chang-Gung University, 

Taiwan). T7 and SP6 promoter sequences were added at the ends to generate the 

following primers: T7cbl-S - 5’ 

GCATCATCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCTATACCTCAGTGTCG 3’ (anti-sense) 

and SP6cbl-S – 5’ 

CATCGTCATTTAGGTGACACTATAGAATGGCGACGAGAGGCAGTG 3’ (sense). 

Sense and anti-sense cbl-S RNA probes were prepared using DIG labeling protocols 

(Roche). Hybridizations were performed at 55oC overnight and were followed by 

immuno-fluorescent detection of DIG (sheep anti-DIG Rhodamine at 1/200; Roche) in 

conjunction with DAPI stainings. 
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2.7. Image Acquisition  

 Fluorescently stained ovaries and eye disks were imaged using a Zeiss Axiovert 

200 (inverted) 510 meta confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss Inc., Thornwood, NY) with 

four objectives capable of epifluorescence illumination with a 100 watt Hg lamp (main 

objective used was a 40X Plan Apo 1.30A).  Lasers that were used; 488 argon, a 543 

HeNe, a 633 HeNe and a 405 Diode.    

For data collection of dFmr1 phenotypes, a Nikon E800 (Nikon Instruments Inc., 

Melville, NY) with standard filters for DAPI, FITC and Cy3 was used.  Image capture 

was via a RT Monochrome Spot camera (Diagnostic Instruments Inc. Model #2.1.1, 

Sterling Heights, MI) mounted to the microscope and connected to a G5 Apple Computer 

(Apple Computer, Cupertino, CA) running the Spot image capture program (Diagnostic 

Instruments Inc., Sterling Heights, MI). 

 Larval genotyping prior to eye disk dissections was done using a Leica M28 

Stereomicroscope (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) with standard GFP 

filters. 

2.8. Quantitative PCR 

RNA was prepared from ovaries isolated from age-matched, sibling dFmr13 and 

P[dFmr1+]; dFmr13 females using the mirVana kit (Ambion). First strand cDNA 

synthesis was performed using oligo-dT and Omniscript reverse transcriptase from 
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Qiagen.  Serial dilutions of cDNA were PCR amplified using primers specific for cbl-L 

and cbl-S mRNA. Sequences used were: cbl-L forward: 5’ 

TTGGATGAGGACATCGTTGA 3’, cbl-L reverse: 5’ ATAGAGCAGTGGCTGCGATT 

3’, cbl-S forward 5’ GCAGTGGCAGTTTCGAGTTT 3’ and cbl-S reverse 5’ 

CAGAGGAAGCGATAGCCAAC 3’. The resulting PCR products were electrophoresed 

and visualized with ethidium bromide in agarose gels. Those products in the linear range 

were imaged and quantified using ImageQuant v5.2 software. The average background 

fluorescence was subtracted and the signal for each gene was normalized to the gpdh 

housekeeping gene (gpdh forward: 5’ CCATGGTTAAAACAATACCAGGATGTACTG 

3’ and gpdh reverse: 5’ GATAGCGATGGCATTTGGCTTAA 3’). Three biological 

replicates with two technical replicates each were performed for each mRNA. P values 

were calculated using Student’s T-test. 

2.9. Quantitative Western Blotting 

Ovaries were dissected from mutant and control females, manually homogenized with a 

pestle in 50ml of 2X Laemmli Buffer, boiled for 5 minutes then briefly spun at maximum 

speed in a microfuge. SDS-PAGE was performed according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions using a BioRad apparatus. Following protein transfer, the membrane 

(Immobilon-P, Millipore) was placed in blocking solution for 30 minutes (1X PBS, 0.1 % 

Triton X-100, 5 % milk), probed with anti-Cbl monoclonal antibody 10F1 at 1:500 (Pai et 

al., 2006), followed by several washes in PBT (1X PBS, 0.1% Triton X-100) and 

incubation with goat anti-mouse HRP secondary antibody (Pierce) at 1:1000. Following 
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additional washes in PBT, the signal was detected using the Alpha Innotech imaging 

system (Alpha Innotech) to avoid saturation. Next, the membrane was stripped (.2 M 

NaOH for 20 min) and reprobed with a mouse anti-beta tubulin antibody at 1:2,000. Cbl 

S, Cbl L were normalized to tubulin protein levels, which were quantified from three 

biological replicates using the histogram feature from Adobe Photoshop 7.0 (Adobe).  

2.10. Flow Cytometry 

To detect the DNA content of germ cells, female flies were fattened on wet yeast paste in 

the presence of males for 2-4 days before dissection.  Between 10-20 ovaries per 

genotype were dissected in Grace’s insect cell culture medium. After removal of Grace’s, 

50µl of filtered ice-cold Partec Buffer (200mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 4mM MgCl2, 0.1% 

Triton X-100 and ddH20) was added to the ovaries. The samples were transferred to a 60-

mm Petri dish with a pipette tip, then chopped with a single-edged razor blade until 

homogenous. An additional 500µl of Partec Buffer was added and ovaries were chopped 

again. The samples were then filtered through a 30-µm mesh (Sefar 03-30/18) and placed 

into flow cytometry tubes (Sarstedt). After adding DAPI (100µg/ml), samples were kept 

on ice for 60 minutes before analysis on a BD FACSAria high speed cell sorter (BD 

BioSciences). The signal collected included forward and side scatter as well as DNA 

content and the population of interest was detected based on the relative size and 

granularity for follicle and nurse cells, respectively. The fluorescence was collected from 

the appropriate gated population (follicle or nurse cells) and plotted against DNA content. 
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3. RESULTS 

 

3.1. FMRP controls proper egg chamber formation during oogenesis in Drosophila  

Drosophila ovaries are comprised of 12-16 ovarioles, each containing an anterior 

structure called the germarium, followed by a series of egg chambers that develop in a 

well-characterized sequence, until reaching stage 14, which corresponds to a fully mature 

oocyte, ready for fertilization (Spradling et al., 1997). Egg chambers emerge from the 

posterior region of the germarium as individual 16 germ cell cysts that become enveloped 

by a monolayer of somatic follicle cells. Each 16 germ cell cyst arises through 4 

synchronous divisions of an individual cystoblast and consists of 15 nurse cells, which 

provide nourishment to the 16th germ cell, the developing oocyte. Thus oogenesis is an 

established system for studies of proliferation, differentiation and cellular signaling 

during development. Previous phenotypic analyses of dFmr13 ovaries have shown that 

FMRP is required for egg chamber formation during oogenesis (Costa et al., 2005). To 

further characterize the role of FMRP in the ovary and in oocyte development, we 

examined two different allelic combinations of dFmr1 mutant ovaries and found egg 

chambers with both decreased and increased numbers of germ cells per chamber (Fig. 6 

and Table 1). To minimize genetic background effects, all mutant phenotypes were 

analyzed by comparison to a genomic rescue line (Dockendorff et al., 2002). We found 

that dFmr13 ovaries contained 4.3 % egg chambers with less than 16 germ cells (N = 

705) with an average of 8.2 germ cells per cyst (N = 31). 5.4 % of the egg chambers in  
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Figure 6. Loss of dFmr1 in the ovary results in aberrant egg chambers, with 
both fewer and supranumerary germ cells. 

(A) Control ovariole stained with DAPI for visualizing nuclear DNA, contains 
the germarium at the anterior (as labeled), followed by several egg chambers in 
sequence. A different ovariole is shown below, within the same frame. Each egg 
chamber consists of 16 germ cells, including 15 nurse cells (NCs) and one, 
posterioraly located, oocyte, surrounded by a monolayer of somatic follicle cells 
(FCs). (B) dFmr13 mutant ovariole showing an egg chamber with fewer than 16 
germ cells surrounded by morphologically normal cysts. Arrow points to a nurse 
cell with a significantly increased nucleus for its stage. Arrowhead points to an 
anterioraly located oocyte nucleus in an otherwise normal egg chamber. (C) 
dFmr13 mutant egg chamber showing an increased number of germ cells. 
Images shown represent single confocal sections. (D) Quantification of egg 
chambers containing less or more than 16 germ cells shows a statistically 
significant increased number of aberrant cysts in dFmr13 and dFmr13/dFmr150M 
compared to their rescue controls (averages and genotypes as shown). Asterisks 
indicate high statistical significance (for all P values, see Table 1). P values 
were calculated using Fisher’s exact test. Scale bars in (A) – 50 µm, (B) – 30 
µm and (C) - 30 µm. 
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dFmr13 ovaries had more than 16 germ cells (N = 705), with an average of 34.9 germ 

cells per cyst (N = 37). Although a small number of bicephalic cysts were observed (< 

0.1 %, N >> 1,000, data not shown) the enlarged egg chambers generally contained a 

single oocyte, suggesting that by and large, oocyte specification occurs normally in 

dFmr1 ovaries (see also Costa et al., 2005). In contrast, the control ovaries (P[dFmr1+];  

dFmr13) contained no egg chambers with fewer than 16 germ cells (N = 684) and only 1 

% egg chambers with more than 16 germ cells (N = 684) containing on average 29.3 

germ cells per chamber (Fig. 6). dFmr13/dFmr150M ovaries contained similar phenoypes 

as the homozygotes when compared to controls (see Table 1 and Fig. 6D). 

  These aberrant egg chambers were generally surrounded by normal ones. This 

suggests that the chamber formation defect is cyst-autonomous and occurs due to defects 

in germline proliferation within each cyst, rather than due to abnormal envelopment by 

follicle cells upon exit from the germaria. Taken together, our data confirm that FMRP is 

required for proper egg chamber formation and show that multiple alleles can lead to this 

abnormal phenotype. Surprisingly, these aberrant egg chambers were not detected when 

the Df(3R)6265 was used in combination with the either dFmr13 or dFmr150M. Both 

alleles used here are deletions within the dFmr1 locus and by Western analysis, produce 

no detectable FMRP (data not shown, see also Dockendorff et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 

2001) although it remains unknown if any mRNA fragment is being produced. These 

findings suggest that perhaps dFmr13 and dFmr150M may not be complete nulls, or that 
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the Df(3R)6265 deficiency line contains a suppressor of the null phenotype.  

3.2. Loss of dFmr1 leads to cyclin E upregulation in the ovary  

A possible explanation for the presence of both fewer and supranumerary germ 

cells (Fig. 6) is a defect in proliferation. 16 cell cysts form in the germarium where a 

germ stem cell divides asymmetrically to give rise to another stem cell and a cystoblast 

(Zone I, Fig, 7). The cystoblast divides synchronously four times, with incomplete 

cytokinesis, such that the end result is a 16-cell cyst (Zone II, Fig. 7), which emerges at 

the posterior end of the germarium as a stage 1 egg chamber. To investigate the 

possibility that FMRP controls proliferation in the germarium, we began by surveying the 

distribution of Cyclin E, a key regulator of the G1-S transition, throughout dFmr1 mutant 

and control ovaries. Indeed, dFmr13 mutant germaria contained on average significantly 

more Cyclin E positive cells than P[dFmr1+];  dFmr13 germaria within Zones I and II, 

where cysts are actively proliferating (Fig. 7 A-D, I). No major differences were detected 

in Cyclin E staining throughout the rest of the dFmr13 ovaries when compared to the 

rescue controls (P[dFmr1+];  dFmr13). These data suggest two possibilities: i) that more 

germ cells lacking FMRP progress through the cell cycle, which is consistent with 

overproliferation of the germline, or ii) that dFmr1 mutant germ cells are delayed at the 

G1-S transition in the germaria, which supports an underproliferation scenario. Given the 

presence of egg chambers with both fewer and supranumerary germ cells, it is likely that 

both over- and under-proliferation are occurring in the absence of FMRP function, 

possibly through misregulation of distinct mRNA targets.  
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Figure 7. Loss of dFmr1 leads to germ cell proliferation defects during 
oogenesis 

(A – D) Cyclin E immunolocalization in P[dFmr1+];dFmr13 control germaria 
(A, B) shows high levels of expression for the G1/S transition marker in a few 
germ cells within zone 1 (arrowhead), low to no expression in zone 2 and 
moderate expression in zone 3 (stage 1 egg chamber). In contrast, dFmr13 
germaria contain significantly more cells expressing moderate to high levels of 
cyclin E in both zones 1 (arrowhead) and 2 (asterisk) and slightly less cyclin E in 
zone 3(C, D). On average, dFmr13 germaria contain significantly more cyclin E 
positive cells (see also panel I ). (B) and (D) represent merged images of (A) and 
(C), respectively with DAPI, which stains all nuclei within the shown germaria. 

(E – G) PhosphoHistone H3 immunolabeling shows fewer mitotic cells in 
P[dFmr1+];dFmr13 controls (E, F) compared to dFmr13 germaria (G, H). (F) 
and (H) are merged images of (E) and (G), respectively with DAPI to show all 
nuclei. Dashed lines represent germaria contours. On average, dFmr13 germaria 
contain significantly more mitotic cells (see also panel J). Images shown 
represent projections of 1 µm thick confocal sections spanning the thickness of 
the individual germaria. 

(I)  Quantification shows a statistically significant increase of cyclin E positive 
cells in dFmr1 germaria compared to controls. On average, 25.5 +/- 1.2 % cyclin 
E positive cells were present in dFmr13 homozygous (N = 26) and 21.9 +/- 0.8 
% in dFmr13/dFmr150M (N = 30) germaria compared to 10.2 +/- 0.8 % (N = 26 
germaria, P = 1.2x10-14) and 8.2 +/- 0.6 % (N = 30 germaria, P = 1.3x10-19) in 
their respective controls.  

(J) Quantification shows a statistically significant increase of PH3 positive cells 
in dFmr1 germaria compared to controls. On average, 9.4 +/- 0.6 % PH3 
positive cells were present in dFmr13 homozygous (N = 25) and 7.5 +/- 0.6 % in 
dFmr13/dFmr150M (N = 20) germaria compared to 2.4 +/- 0.3 % (N = 30 
germaria, P = 5.3x10-20) and 3.1 +/- 0.4 % (N = 19 germaria, P = 2.6x10-7) in 
their respective controls. P values were calculated using the Student’s T-test. 
Asterisks indicate high statistical significance.  Scale bar in (A) – 30 µm. 
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Figure 7. Loss of dFmr1 leads to germ cell proliferation defects during 
oogenesis 
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To further test these possibilities, we compared the levels of BrdU incorporation 

in dFmr13 and rescue (P[dFmr1+];  dFmr13) germaria. Indeed, more dFmr1 mutant 

germaria were BrdU positive compared to controls (84 % versus 67 %, P value = 0.0001, 

N = 137 mutant and 94 control germaria; see Figs. 8 A-D and 8M). These findings 

support the Cyclin E data and are consistent with both the under- and over-proliferation 

scenarios described.  

 

3.3. FMRP controls germ cell proliferation in the germarium 

To confirm that FMRP controls cellular proliferation during oogenesis, we examined the 

distribution of the mitotic marker, PhosphoHistone H3 (PH3) in dFmr1 mutant and 

control ovaries. As shown in Figs. 7 E-H and 7J, dFmr1 germaria contained significantly 

more PH3 positive germ cells than controls. No mitotic germ cells were observed 

posterior to the germarium, which is consistent with the notion that the source of 

proliferation defects lies within the germarium. On average, dFmr13 ovaries contained 

9.4 PH3 positive cells per germarium compared to only 2.4 found in controls 

(P[dFmr1+];  dFmr13). Similar results were obtained for dFmr13/dFmr150M ovaries, 

which contained on average 7.5 PH3 positive cells per germarium compared to 3.1 in 

controls (P[dFmr1+];  dFmr13/dFmr150M). Thus loss of dFmr1 leads to an increased 

number of mitotic cells, which is consistent with a defect in germ cell proliferation, 

whereby either more mutant cells proliferate or are “stuck” in M phase. These data 

explain the presence of both supranumerary (overproliferation) and fewer 
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(underproliferation) germ cells in mutant egg chambers (Fig. 6).   

  

3.4. Loss of dFmr1 results in S phase defects during previtellogenic development 

Following the formation of the 16 cell cyst and upon exiting the germarium, the 

15 nurse cells initiate endocycles and become polyploid. During this time, the nurse cells 

undergo a modified cell cycle, which alternates between G and S phases only (Dej and 

Spradling, 1999). Since the endocycle is controlled by similar factors as the canonical 

cell cycle (Lilly and Spradling, 1996) and given the cycling defects seen in dFmr1 

ovaries (Fig. 7), we asked whether FMRP may also control progression through S phase 

posterior to the germarium. To this end, we examined the pattern of BrdU incorporation 

in dFmr13 ovaries compared to controls (P[dFmr1+];  dFmr13) and found a significantly 

increased amount of BrdU positive egg chambers throughout oogenesis (Fig. 8). We 

scored the egg chambers that had little to no BrdU signal as negative for BrdU 

incorporation and found that 36 % of egg chambers between stages 2 and 9 

(previtellogenesis) were BrdU positive in dFmr13 ovaries compared to 12 % in controls 

(P[dFmr1+];  dFmr13) (see Figs. 8E-H and 8M). Similarly, 71 % of stage 10 egg 

chambers were BrdU positive in dFmr13 ovaries compared to 23 % in controls 

(P[dFmr1+];  dFmr13) (see Figs. 8I-L and 8M). Given that no mitotic germ cells were 

detected posterior to the germarium and the pattern of BrdU incorporation, we conclude 

that loss of dFmr1 leads to either a delay in the S phase of the endocycle or additional 

endoreplication cycles. To test these possibilities, we isolated nurse and follicle cell  
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Figure 8. dFmr1 mutant nurse cells incorporate more BrdU 
throughout oogenesis. 
 
(A – M) BrdU incorporation in control germaria (A, B), stages 2-9 (E, F) 
and stage 10 egg chambers (I, J) compared to dFmr13 mutant germaria 
(C, D), stages 2-9 (G, H) and stage 10 egg chambers (K, L) . DAPI 
staining was used to show all nuclei (see merged panels B, D, F, H, J and 
L). Mutant ovaries contain more egg chambers that incorporate BrdU 
compared to controls (see also panel M  for quantification) as well as 
more germ cells per cyst that are BrdU positive (compare arrows in A to 
C, E to G and arrowheads in I to K ). (M)  Quantification of egg chambers 
containing BrdU positive germ cells shows that 84 % of mutant germaria 
(N = 94) incorporate BrdU compared to 67 % in control ovaries (N = 
137, P = 0.006). Similarly, 36 % of stages 2-9 (N = 229) and 71 % stage 
10 mutant egg chambers (N = 35) incorporate BrdU compared to only 12 
% stages 2-9 (N = 436, P = 6x10-13) and 23 % stage 10 control egg 
chambers (N = 71, P = 1x10-6). P values were calculated using Fisher’s 
exact test. Asterisks indicate high statistical significance.  
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nuclei and examined their cell cycle profile using flow cytometry (Figs. 9N, O). As 

expected, control follicle and nurse cells (P[dFmr1+];  dFmr13) are polyploid, with a 

DNA content ranging from 2c to 32c and 2c to 512c, respectively (Figs. 9N, O) (Dej and 

Spradling, 1999). No obvious defects were observed for dFmr13 follicle cells where both 

ploidy and onset of chorion gene amplification appeared normal (Fig. 9N), consistent 

with the notion that FMRP controls the endocycle in the germline but not the soma. In 

contrast, dFmr13 nurse cells exhibit significantly decreased 256c and 512c peaks (Fig. 

9O, see individual profiles and overlay as well as Table 3), indicating that loss of FMRP 

leads to a misregulation of the endocycle and under-representation of higher ploidy nurse 

cells. Note that the difference in number of higher ploidy nurse cells is not due to 

different amounts of total nuclei analyzed for the mutant and the wild-type control 

because the relative ratios of 512c/16c, 256c/16c and 128c/16c shows specific depletion 

of these ploidy classes in the mutant (see Table 2). Thus, comparison of the control and 

mutant cell cycle profiles suggest that dFmr1 nurse cells may progress at a slower pace 

through cycles 4-8 (32c-512c).   

 

3.5. dFmr1 controls the oocyte polarity in the ovary 

In addition to cyst abnormalities, we also observed that dFmr13 ovaries contained 

a significant number of mature oocytes with visible dorso-ventral polarity defects when 

compared to the rescue controls (P[dFmr1+];  dFmr13) (see Fig. 10A, B and D). Some  
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Figure 9: dFmr1 mutant nurse cells exhibit endocycle defects during 
previtellogenesis 
 
(N, O) Flow cytometry analysis of follicle cells (FC, see N) and nurse cells (NC, 
see O) ploidy in control (P[dFmr1+];dFmr13) and dFmr13 mutant ovaries show 
endocycle defects in the germline. (N) FC ploidy profiles including individual 
endocycles as indicated. Genotypes as shown. Bottom panel representing an 
overlay of control (black) and mutant (red) FC endocycles shows no significant 
differences between genotypes. (O) NC ploidy profiles including individual 
endocycles as indicated. For clarity, the low ploidy peaks (2c-8c), which contain 
mostly follicle cells have been removed from the NC plots. Genotypes as shown. 
Bottom panel representing an overlay of control (black) and mutant (red) NC 
profiles shows endocycle defects with decreased DNA content peaks in mutants 
versus controls (see also Table 2).  
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Table 2. Ploidy ratios distribution of dFmr13 and control nurse cells 

Table  2. Ploidy ratios distribution of dFmr13 and control nurse cells.  
 
Loss of dFmr1 leads to fewer nurse cells with high ploidy (> 128c) compared 
to controls. To account for the different number of total nuclei derived from 
each genotype and since no obvious bias was observed in the distribution of 
developmental stages within any given ovariole, we used the total number of 
events corresponding to the 16c peak (includes follicle and nurse cells) to 
normalize the number of events found in the higher ploidy peaks. The ratios 
of nurse cells with 32c, 64c, 128c, 256c and 512c ploidy versus all the cells 
with 16c ploidy are shown.  
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egg chambers exhibit smaller and malformed dorsal appendages (data not shown) or a 

complete lack thereof (Fig. 10B). The mutant ovaries contained 42 % mature, round, and 

small oocytes (Fig. 10B, D) that lacked the apparent dorso-ventral polarity seen in 

controls (Fig. 10A, D). In our control line we also observed 10.8 % abnormal oocytes 

(Fig. 10A, D). The presence of defective oocytes in the controls could be due to a slight 

over- or under-expression of FMRP by the genomic rescue construct or due to genetic 

background effects. Nevertheless, the difference between mutants and controls is 

statistically significant (P = 4x10-10, see Table 3).  

 Interestingly, this defect is specific to the dFmr13 ovaries and has not been 

detected in other allelic combinations tested, including dFmr13/dFmr150M. Since 

dFmr13/dFmr150M ovaries did exhibit similar aberrant egg chamber and proliferation 

phenotypes as dFmr13 homozygotes and these defects are rescued by the genomic rescue 

construct (Figs. 6, 7 and Table 1), our results suggest the presence of functional 

differences between these two otherwise comparable alleles (Dockendorff et al., 2002; 

Zhang et al., 2001). Alternatively, the oocyte polarity defect might be due to an ancillary 

mutation on the dFmr13 chromosome. Although the significant rescue by the genomic 

P[dFmr1+]  construct argues against it, at this time we cannot eliminate this possibility. 

 

3.6. Mutations in cbl rescue the oocyte polarity defects due to loss of dFmr1  

A critical step in elucidating the molecular mechanisms of FMRP throughout 

development is identifying the mRNA targets that mediate its function in specific tissues.  
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Figure 10. cbl is a dominant suppressor of the oocyte polarity and 
proliferation defects due to loss of dFmr1. 

(A – D) Mutations in cbl rescue the dorso-ventral oocyte polarity defect in 
dFmr1 ovaries. (A) DIC image of a control (P[dFmr1+];dFmr13) stage 14 egg 
chamber (mature embryo) showing a stereotypical dorso-ventral polarity 
(anterior left, dorsal up). (B) Example of a dFmr13 mutant oocyte without 
dorsal appendages, smaller and round, lacking dorso-ventral polarity. (C) 
Reducing cbl dosage by half results in a significant rescue of the dorso-ventral 
polarity defects and restoration of the dorsal appendages. (D) Quantification of 
the oocyte polarity phenotype shows that 42.1 % of dFmr13 mutant embryos 
(N = 339) and 10.8 % of control embryos (N = 221, P = 2x10-16) exhibit this 
defect, which is significantly reduced to 2.7 % when cbl dosage is reduced by 
half (N = 74, P = 5x10-13, see also Table 3). P values were calculated using 
Fisher’s exact test.  

(E) Loss of cbl rescues the aberrant egg chamber phenotype exhibited by 
dFmr1 ovaries. Quantification of the proliferation phenotype shows that 
dFmr13 ovaries exhibit 9.6 % aberrant egg chambers (including ones with 
fewer and supranumerary germ cells, N = 705) compared to only 2.2 % when 
cbl dosage is reduced by half (cblF165 dFmr13/dFmr13, N = 627, P = 1x10-8, see 
also Table 1). Similarly, dFmr13/dFmr150M ovaries exhibit on average, 12.8 % 
aberrant egg chambers (N = 1133) compared to 6.8 % when cbl dosage is 
reduced by half (cblF165 dFmr13/dFmr150M, N = 655, P = 0.003). Note that the 
fewer germ cell phenotype (underproliferation) is significantly rescued while 
the supranumerary germ cell phenotype (overproliferation) is partially rescued 
or unchanged, depending on the allelic combination (see Table 1).  

(F) Mutations in cbl rescue the cyclin E overexpression found in dFmr1 
ovaries. Quantification shows that reducing cbl dosage by half (cblF165 
dFmr13/dFmr13) results in an average of 6.75 +/- 0.5 % cyclin E positive cells 
per germarium (N = 24, P = 1.5x10-18) compared to 25.5 +/- 1.2 % cyclin E 
positive cells found in dFmr13 homozygous (N = 26) and 10.2 +/- 0.8 % (N = 
26 germaria, P = 1.2x10-14) in control (P[dFmr1+];dFmr13) germaria. 
Asterisks indicate P values <<< 0.001.  
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Figure 10. cbl is a dominant suppressor of the oocyte 
polarity and proliferation defects due to loss of dFmr1. 
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Using a combination of immunoprecipitations followed by microarray experiments, we 

have previously identified a number of mRNAs physically associated with FMRP in 

Drosophila (Zarnescu et al., 2005a). Among these candidate mRNA targets is cbl, which 

encodes a E3 ubiquitin ligase previously demonstrated to be required for the 

establishment of dorso-ventral polarity in oogenesis (Pai et al., 2000). Mutations in cbl 

lead to ectopic EGFR signaling in the follicle cells surrounding the oocyte and result in 

dorsalized embryos (Pai et al., 2000). Given the loss of dorso-ventral polarity in dFmr1 

oocytes (Fig. 10 and Table 3) we tested for genetic interactions between cbl and dFmr1. 

FMRP is generally thought of as a negative regulator of translation and therefore cells 

deficient for FMRP function may lead to increased translation of FMRP mRNA targets 

(Li et al., 2001). Consequently, one prediction is that mutations in cbl should alleviate the 

dFmr1 oogenesis phenotypes. Indeed, reducing cbl dosage by 50 % in a dFmr1 

homozygous background led to a drastic reduction of the dorso-ventral polarity 

phenotypes (Fig. 10C, D), from 42.1 % (N = 339) to 1.8 % (N = 72, P = 1x10-8). These 

data suggest that cbl mediates the function of FMRP with respect to proper dorso-ventral 

polarity formation. 
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Table 3. cbl rescues the oocyte polarity defect due to loss of dFmr1 

Table 3. cbl rescues the oocyte polarity defect due to loss of dFmr1. 

 Loss of dFmr1 leads to oocyte polarity defects that are rescued by the genomic 
rescue construct P[dFmr1+]  and loss of cbl as shown. P values were calculated 
using Fisher’s exact test. 
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3.7. Loss of cbl rescues the aberrant egg chamber phenotype and restores cyclin E 

staining in dFmr13 ovaries 

We also tested whether loss of cbl can rescue the proliferation defects observed in 

dFmr1 mutant ovaries. Indeed, by reducing cbl gene dosage in half, dFmr13 ovaries show 

a reduction of the overall aberrant egg chamber phenotype from 9.6 % (N = 705) to 2.2 % 

(N = 627, P = 1x10-8; see Fig. 10E and Table 1). Interestingly, the fewer germ cell 

phenotype was completely rescued (from 4.4 % in mutant ovaries to 0 % when cbl 

dosage was reduced in a dFmr13 background, P = 4x10-9) while the supranumerary germ 

cell phenotype was reduced (from 5.2 % in mutant ovaries to 2.2 % when cbl dosage was 

reduced in a dFmr13 background, P = 0.003). dFmr150M/cbl F165 dFmr13 ovaries also 

showed a reduction in the overall number of aberrant egg chambers from 12.8 % (N = 

1133) to 6.8 % in dFmr150M/dFmr13 ovaries (N = 655, P = 3x10-4). However, while the 

fewer germ cell phenotype was rescued by reducing cbl (from 9.4 % in mutant ovaries to 

1.8 % when cbl dosage was reduced in a dFmr150M/dFmr13 background, P = 2x10-10), the 

supranumerary germ cell phenotype was slightly increased, albeit not in a statistically 

significant manner (from 3.4 % in mutant ovaries to 5.0 % when cbl dosage was reduced 

in a dFmr150M/dFmr13 background, P = 0.13). Our data demonstrate that reducing cbl 

dosage rescues the underproliferation phenotype while affecting only slightly the 

overproliferation phenotype due to loss of dFmr1. These results suggest that cbl is a 

target of FMRP that primarily mediates its function of promoting germ cell proliferation 
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during oogenesis. 

 Next, we tested if reducing cbl function also rescues the abnormal distribution of 

cyclin E positive cells in the dFmr1 mutant germaria. Indeed, the average number of 

cycline E positive cells in cblF165 dFmr13; dFmr13 germaria is reduced to 6.75 +/- 0.5 (N 

= 24) from 25.5 =/- 1.2 (N = 26, P = 1.5x10-8) found in dFmr13 germaria (Fig. 10F). 

These data suggest that cbl mediates the proliferative function of FMRP via controlling 

cyclin E in the developing germline.  

 

3.8. FMRP controls cbl levels in the ovary 

A prediction from our genetic rescue experiments is that loss of FMRP results in 

higher levels of cbl in the ovary. To test this, we performed quantitative PCR and found 

that both cbl-L and cbl-S mRNAs are significantly upregulated in dFmr1 mutant ovaries 

compared to controls (Fig. 11A). These data are supported by in situ hybridization 

experiments, which show a slight increase in cbl mRNA levels in dFmr13 ovaries 

compared to controls (Fig. 11C-H). Taken together, our results suggest that FMRP 

controls cbl mRNA levels, possibly by regulating its transcription and/or stability. 

 We also used Western blotting to determine the levels of Cbl protein in the ovary 

but to our surprise no significant changes were detected in mutant ovaries versus controls 

(Fig. 11B). Although we cannot exclude the possibility that excess cbl mRNA leads to 

mislocalized Cbl protein synthesis, which cannot be detected by Western,  
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Figure 11. Loss of dFmr1 results in increased levels of cbl mRNA but not 
Cbl protein in the ovary. 

(A) Quantitative PCR experiments show that loss of dFmr1 leads to statistically 
significant higher levels of both cbl-L and cbl-S mRNA in developing ovaries 
compared to controls. cbl-L mRNA levels increased from 0.78 +/- 0.06 in 
controls (P[dFmr1+];dFmr13) to 1.03 +/- 0.09 in dFmr13 ovaries (P = 0.04), 
while cbl-S mRNA increased from 0.55 +/- 0.02 in controls 
(P[dFmr1+];dFmr13) to 0.77 +/- 0.01 in dFmr13 ovaries (P = 1x10-5). Asterisks 
indicate statistical significance. 

(B) Quantitative Western blots show no significant differences in Cbl-L and 
Cbl-S levels between control (P[dFmr1+];dFmr13) and dFmr13 ovaries. Cbl-L 
protein levels measured 10.4 +/- 0.3 in controls (P[dFmr1+];dFmr13) and 10.0 
+/- 1.7 in dFmr13 ovaries (P = 0.4), while Cbl-S protein levels measured 1.1 +/- 
0.2 in controls (P[dFmr1+];dFmr13) and 1.2 +/- 0.1 in dFmr13 ovaries (P = 
0.6). Cbl protein levels were normalized relative to tubulin. 
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immunohistochemistry experiments using anti-Cbl antibodies also did not reveal any 

obvious changes in the rather uniform and punctate distribution of Cbl protein in the 

ovaries (Fig. 12). These data suggest that loss of FMRP may affect the turnover rate of 

cbl mRNA but not Cbl protein and also explain the rescue experiments described above 

(Fig. 10). In addition, our results do not support a role for FMRP as a translational 

regulator of cbl. 

 

3.9. FMRP controls cbl in a non-autonomous manner 

A remaining question is whether FMRP controls the expression of cbl in the 

germline and/or in the somatic follicle cells. Although mutations in cbl rescue both the 

proliferation and the dorso-ventral polarity defects (Figs. 10 and 11), the dFmr1 mutant 

embryos do not exhibit a bona-fide ventralization phenotype, which is normally indicated 

by the presence of fused dorsal appendages. This suggests that cbl may mediate the 

function of FMRP in oogenesis by acting in the germline, and not in the somatic follicle 

cells. We began to test this possibility by taking an indirect approach, whereby we 

reduced FMRP in the follicle cells over the oocyte using the bipartite Gal4-UAS system 

(Brand and Perrimon, 1993). We used the c323 and 179Y Gal4 drivers to express a 

dFmr1 RNAi construct specifically in the follicle cells over the oocyte, where cbl 

regulates EGFR signaling and thus contributes to dorso-ventral polarity (Pai et al., 2000). 

We reasoned that if loss of FMRP results in upregulation of cbl in all follicle cells, EGFR 

signaling will be downregulated throughout, dorso-ventral polarity will be lost and  
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Figure 12. Cbl protein distribution in dFmr1 and control ovaries. 

 Loss of dFmr1 has no obvious defects in Cbl protein levels (A, C, D and F). 
DAPI shown in (B, C, E and F). Genotypes and stainings as indicated. Note that 
some unevenness in Cbl distribution can be observed in some egg chambers 
(compare arrows in (A) and (D)). 
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Figure 13. FMRP RNAi in the follicle cells over the oocyte does not result in 
oocyte polarity defects.  

(A) YFP-dFmr1 driven by either c323 or 179Y Gal 4 drivers shows expression in 
the follicle cells over the oocyte. (C) FMRP staining of ovaries expressing dFmr1 
RNAi driven by either c323 or 179Y Gal 4 drivers shows a decrease in protein 
levels in the follicle cells over the oocyte in stage 10. (B, D) DAPI stainings of egg 
chambers shown in (A) and (C), respectively, respectively.    
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ventralization will occur. To our surprise, despite a visible reduction of FMRP staining 

where the RNAi construct has been driven (Fig. 13), no polarity defects were observed 

(data not shown). This result strongly suggests that loss of FMRP in the follicle cells 

surrounding the oocyte is not the cause for the polarity defects observed. Consequently, 

this makes it unlikely that cbl acts in the follicle cells to mediate FMRP function, instead, 

it may be acting in the germline, where cbl is clearly expressed (Fig. 11) (Pai et al., 

2000).  

 To further test this possibility we used the hs83-cbl-S and hs83-cbl-L transgenic 

lines to overexpress cbl-S and cbl-L in the ovary. These lines express high levels of cbl in 

both the germline and the soma in response to heat-shock (Pai et al., 2006). Both 

continuous exposure to 29oC as well as daily 37oC heat-shocks produced ventralized eggs 

with fused dorsal appendages, as expected. However, these eggs did not resemble the 

dFmr1 oocyte polarity defects and in addition, no egg chambers with fewer or 

supranumerary germ cells were observed. These results, while not eliminating the 

possibility that FMRP acts through cbl in the germline, suggest that cbl overexpression in 

the follicle cells predominates over any effect it might have in the germ cells. It remains 

to be determined if a germline specific overexpression of cbl mimics all or a subset of the 

dFmr1 oogenesis phenotypes.  

 Next, we asked whether loss of dFmr1 in the germline alone is responsible for the 

observed phenotypes (Fig. 6). To address this issue, we used the flp-FRT system (Xu and 

Rubin, 1993) to generate dFmr1 mutant egg chambers surrounded by heterozygous  
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follicle cells (see Materials and Methods). While several completely mutant egg 

chambers were obtained (N>200), none of the dFmr1 mutant phenotypes were observed 

Fig. 17). Taken together, these data suggest that FMRP is required in both the germline 

and the somatic follicle cells during oogenesis and is likely to control cbl in a non-

autonomous manner. 

 

3.10. Clonal Analysis of dFmr1 mutations (dFmr13 and dFmr150M) 

 The dFmr1 phenotypes are fully penetrant, yet variable and at least in our hands, 

are dependent on the genetic background. We have addressed the genetic background 

issue; by including the dFmr1 genomic rescue in our phenotypic studies (see section 3.1 

above). To address the variability issue we generated dFmr1 mutant clones in an 

otherwise heterozygous background.  This allows us to evaluate the consequences of 

dFmr1 loss of function directly adjacent to wild-type tissue. One can then stain for a 

variety of markers and compare side by side, in the same tissue their distribution in wild-

type compared to dFmr1 mutant tissue. This minimizes the sample to sample variability 

and also provides a tool to assess the autonomous versus non-autonomous effects of 

dFmr1 in the ovary.   

 In order to create dFmr1 clones, we have chosen to use the FLP/FRT system as 

described (Xu and Rubin, 1993), which allows for the production of mosaics at high 

frequency through site specific recombination.  This system works much like the once 

widely used method of generating mosaics involving mitotic recombination between 
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homologous chromosomes via ionizing radiation induction (Friesen, 1936; Patterson, 

1929).  However radiation inducing mosaicism is not very efficient, hence the FLP/FRT 

system by (Xu and Rubin, 1993) has been adopted.  This system utilizes the site-specific 

recombination system of the yeast 2µm plasmid (FLP recombinase and its target FRT 

sequence) (Golic and Lindquist, 1989).  Specifically it can induce high frequency mitotic 

recombination between FRT sites located on homologous chromosome pairs.  By using 

this FRT sequence to induce mosaicism of a particular gene (in this case dFmr) requires 

that the FRT sequence be located closer to the centromere than the gene of interest.    

 This system works for our needs specifically by generating fmr clones in the 

larval eye discs, adult eye and ovaries.  Using female w;; FRT82B dFmr13/TM6B, Tb, Hu 

act:GFP and w;; FRT82B dFmr150M/TM6B, Tb, Hu act:GFP (Kendal Broadie, 

Vanderbilt University) flies we were able to generate both homozygous germline and 

somatic clones (system is not specific to germline like the ovod system) for the dFmr13 

mutation by crossing with a strain that carries the same FRT element as well as a hsFLP 

element on a separate chromosome (w-hsFLP;; P{neoFRT}82B P{Ubi-GFP}83/TM3, 

Sb{1}).  Next we induced mitotic recombination between the FRT sequences by heat-

shock induction of the FLP enzyme at the desired developmental stage in the progeny.  In 

order to mark the clones made in the developing and adult tissues, the distal end of the 

FRT-carrying arm in the hsFLP-carrying strain carried a P-transposon containing the 

appropriate gene marker (P{Ubi-GFP}).  Mutant clone cells (dFmr13/dFmr13) can be 

identified as tissues lacking the marker (GFP- dFmr13/GFP- dFmr13), while cells in the 

wild-type twin-spot clone (GFP+ dFmr13+/GFP+ dFmr13+) are recognized by high levels 
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of expression of the marker versus the cells in the background heterozygous cells (GFP+ 

dFmr13+/GFP- dFmr13-).  For example of production and marking clones of cells with 

given mutations see Figure 14. 

3.10.a. Generating dFmr1 germline clones 

 To generate eye clones, we heat shocked first/second instar larvae and two days 

later as described in the Material and Methods sections.  For ovarian clones we used a 

different heat shock regime, involving third instar larvae and during pupation (Material 

and methods section). 

3.10.b. dFmr1 clones in the eye 

dFmr1 clones were induced in a heterozygous background and the P{Ubi-GFP} 

marker was used to identify clones of Fmr-/Fmr- or Fmr+/Fmr+ cells.  Both the GFP- 

dFmr13/GFP- dFmr13 clones and their wild-type twin spot clones (GFP+ dFmr13+/GFP+ 

dFmr13+) are observed in the adult eye.  However, preliminary data suggests that the 

white and dark orange areas appeared to have different sizes (Figure 7), suggesting 

proliferation defects.  In addition the fmr clones appear to be intermingled with the 

surrounding heterozygous and homozygous twin-spot tissues, but we have not explored 

this further. 
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Figure 14. Producing and marking clones of cells with different doses of a given 
mutation.   

Production of somatic and germline clones can be produced from first 
crossing w;; P{neoFRT}82B dFmr150M/TM6B, Tb, Hu GFP (as well as w;; 
P{neoFRT}82B dFmr13/TM6B, Tb, Hu GFP flies were crossed) with w-hsFLP/Y; 
P{neoFRT}82B P{Ubi-GFP}83/TM3, Sb{1} carrying the same P{neo FRT}82B 
element as well as a hsFLP element on separate chromosomes, than mitotic 
recombination between FRT sequences is induced via heat-shock of the FLP 
enzyme at the desired developmental stage in the progeny.  Making clones in cells 
of developing adult tissues, the distal part of the FRT-carrying arm of the hsFLP-
carrying strain contains a P –transposon (open arrowhead) with a P{Ubi-GFP} 
marker.  Cells in dFmr13/dFmr13 mutant clones were identified as tissues lacking 
the P{Ubi-GFP} marker (GFP-dFmr13/GFP-dFmr13), where as cells in wild-type 
twin-spot clone (GFP+dFmr13+/GFP+dFmr13+) were identified as tissues 
expressing higher levels of the P{Ubi-GFP} marker gene in these cells as opposed 
to the background heterozygous cells (GFP+dFmr13+/GFP-dFmr13-).  As well these 
same crossed were done using w-hsFLP/Y; P{neoFRT}82B P{Ubi-GFP-
nls}83/TM3, Sb{1} flies. 
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  3.10.c. dFmr1 clones in the eye discs 

Fmr-/Fmr- clones were induced in a Fmr-/Fmr+ background and the P{Ubi-GFP} 

marker was used to identify clones of Fmr-/Fmr- or Fmr+/Fmr+ cells.  Both the GFP- 

dFmr13/GFP- dFmr13 clones and their wild-type twin spot clones (GFP+ dFmr13+/GFP+ 

dFmr13+) are observed in the third instar larval eye discs.  However the preliminary data 

suggests that the mutant cells and twin-spot cells appeared to have different sizes.  

Specifically the dFmr1 clones always appeared to have fewer cells, than the associated 

wild-type twin-spot clones (Figure 8).  One theory of the smaller mutant clones could be 

the result of extensive cell death.  However, since the dFmr1- clone and its wild-type 

twin-spot clone are generated from a single event, the difference in clone sizes suggest 

the dFmr1.-  
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Figure 15. dFmr1 clones in adult eyes 

Light microscope images of adult eyes.  Fly eyes are oriented with posterior to the left 
and dorsal to the top.  (A) Adult dFmr150M/dFmr150M mosaic eye clones with 
homozygous mutant tissue intermingled with heterozygous and homozygous wild-type 
tissues similar to dFmr13/dFmr13 mosaic eyes.  (B) Adult dFmr13/dFmr13 mosaic eye 
clones with white and orange areas of different sizes and GFP-dFmr13/GFP-dFmr13 
clones intermingled with surrounding heterozygous (GFP+dFmr13+/GFP-dFmr13-) and 
homozygous twin-spot tissues (GFP+dFmr13+/GFP+dFmr13-).   
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mutant cells do not proliferate as well as the wild-type cells.  This suggests that Fmr is 

involved in the control of cellular proliferation. 

  3.10.d. dFmr1 clones in the ovary 

 Through the creation of the mosaic Fmr clones were are able to analyze whether 

dFMRP functions as a cell-autonomous factor for maintaining germ stem cell (GSC) fate.  

The mutant GSCs were marked by a lack of the GFP marker and wild-type cells were 

marked by a twin-spot double dosage of GFP, just like the clonal pattern of expression in 

the larval eye discs and adult eyes.  Unlike with the larval eye disc and adult eye clones 

the mutant and wild-type twin-spot cells appear to be of equivalent size.  As well the 

mutant clones appear to be in greater numbers than the corresponding wild-type twin-spot 

clones (Figure #9) per germarium (and following through to the older egg chambers).  

This suggests that dFMRP could function in controlling the rate of GSC divisions.  

Mosaic ovary clones were dissected and imaged at 2, 3, 5, 7 and 9 days after eclosing and 

there was no significant difference in Ubi-GFP-marked GSCs suggesting that dFmr1 

could function as a cell-autonomous factor for maintaining GSC fate extrinsically. 

 3.10.e. Summary and Discussion 

 FMRP has already been shown to alter proliferation and differentiation in 

embryonic stem cells in mice (Castren et al., 2005), however the role of FMRP in the 

maintenance and fate control of germ stem cells has yet to be explored.  It is also known 

that dFmr1 is upregulated during oocyte development, required for cyst formation and 

oocyte specification via orb mRNA translation (Costa et al., 2005).  Here we show two  
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novel roles of dFmr1: being required for the maintenance of GSCs and being involved in 

controlling the rate of GSC divisions. 

 Our findings provide evidence that dFmr1 an RNA binding protein is required for 

the proper maintenance of GSC, suggesting it controls the division and self-renewal of 

adult stem cells via translational regulation.  Since it is recognized that translational 

regulation is important in self-renewal and division of GSC, via known RNA-binding 

proteins pum, nos and vasa (Wong et al., 2005), these findings provide further support of 

translational regulations role in GSC regulation.  Given that we also observe more 

dFmr13 mutant clone GSC per germaria, supporting our previous findings (Results 

Section 3.1) provides further support of the pivotal role that dFmr1 plays in cellular 

proliferation by affecting the cell cycle. 
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4. SUMMARY  

We used oogenesis, an established model system for studying proliferation, 

differentiation and cellular signaling during development, to further explore the role of 

FMRP in oocyte development using dFmr13/dFmr13TJ and dFmr13/dFmr150M mutant 

ovaries.  We found that both allelic combination lead to the production of egg chambers 

with less than 16 germ cells and supranumerary egg chambers, with more than 16 germ 

cells.  These data provide evidence that FMRP is required for proper egg chamber 

formation with both alleles producing abnormal cyst phenotypes.   

A possible explanation for these cyst phenotypes is that FMRP may control 

proliferation in the germline. The smaller egg chambers could result from 

underproliferation while the supranumerary cysts may be the result of overproliferation. 

To test these possibilities, we examined the distribution of Cyclin E, a key regulator of 

the G1/S transition.  Here we report that in Zones I and II of the germarium, where germ 

cell proliferation is normally occurring, dFmr13/dFmr13TJ mutant ovaries contained 

significantly more Cyclin E positive cells.  This suggests two possibilities: i) germ cells 

lacking FMRP cycle more, supporting overproliferation in the germarium, or ii) cells 

lacking FMRP are delayed at the G1-S check point, supporting underproliferation in the 

germarium.  Given the demonstrated role for FMRP as a regulator of several mRNA 

targets, we speculate that loss of dFmr1 may lead to a misregulation of distinct mRNA 

targets to produce both of these phenotypes simultaneously. 
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To further explore these possibilities we examined the distribution of 

PhosphoHistone H3 (PH3) in both dFmr13/dFmr13TJ and dFmr13/dFmr150M mutant 

ovaries compared to controls.  Similar to our Cyclin E findings, mutant germaria 

contained significantly more PH3 positive cells, suggesting that loss of dFmr1 leads to an 

increased number of mitotic cells.  These data provide further evidence that support the 

two possible scenarios, whereby FMRP loss results in both overproliferation and 

underproliferation of germ cells. 

Using BrdU incorporation as a marker for S phase, we examined the 

dFmr13/dFmr13TJ mutant ovaries and found a significantly increased amount of BrdU 

positive egg chambers throughout oogenesis.  This increased BrdU incorporation in 

previtellogenic egg chambers suggests that FMRP may control endoreplication, a special 

type of cell cycle, utilized by nurse cells to achieve polyploidy. Our preliminary Flow 

Cytometry data also suggest a change in the endocycling pattern in the mutant ovaries 

compared to control.  Together these results provide evidence that the loss of dFmr1 leads 

to either a delay in the endocycle or additional endoreplication cycles.  Since no 

difference was detected by flow cytometry in follicle cells, our data support the notion 

that FMRP controls the cell cycle in the germline and not the soma. 

In addition to the aberrant egg chamber phenotype we found visible defects in the 

dorsal-ventral polarity of mature oocytes. dFmr13/dFmr13TJ ovaries contained on average 

a significantly higher amounts of mature round and small oocytes compared to controls.  
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This defect was however not seen in dFmr13/dFmr150M ovaries, suggesting the presence 

of a functional difference between these once thought comparable alleles. 

Through immunoprecipitation and microarray analysis we previously found that 

FMRP physically interacts with cbl mRNA.  Using genetic interaction experiments we 

have shown that a reduction of cbl by 50% within dFmr13/dFmr13TJ ovaries rescues the 

defects in dorsal-ventral polarity reported. These data suggest that FMRP function during 

oogenesis is mediated by the E3 ubiquitin ligase cbl. We have evidence that FMRP is 

required in the germline where is negatively regulates the levels of cbl mRNA. 

Interstingly, no Cbl protein changes were detected, suggesting that FMRP acts through 

cbl mRNA in the germline.  

In summary, we have provided the first molecular evidence for FMRP as a 

regulator of cellular proliferation in general and during Drosophila oogenesis in 

particular. It will be interesting to determine if similar defects occur in the nervous 

system, especially in the developing brains of Fragile X patients.  

This thesis describes two new functions dependent on Drosophila FMRP during 

oogenesis, through the gene cbl.  The most striking of the mutant phenotypes observed is 

an over and under proliferation of germ cells in egg chambers and a non-traditional form 

of ventralization of mature oocytes. 

During oogenesis, wild-type cystoblasts divide four times through incomplete 

cytokinesis, where daughter cells are interconnected through ring canals, creating a 16 

cell cyst (King, 1970).  These cysts then bud off from the germarium creating egg 
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chambers with 16 germ cells (15 nurse cells and 1 oocyte).  These egg chambers continue 

grow in a linear progression up to stage 14, creating an “ovariole” (Cummings and King, 

1969). 

However, dFmr1 mutants result in egg chambers with fewer or greater than 16 

germ cells.  These over and under proliferation phenotypes might be caused by defects in 

the germline or the soma.  The germ stem cells could potentially be over active creating 

more germ cells or the number of divisions each stem cell goes through might be 

reduced, since FMRP is lacking.  In order to address if these defects were in the germline 

or in somatic cells we tested various cell cycle markers (Cyclin E and PH3).  The results 

from the cell cycle experiments followed along with our prediction that FMRP is 

controlling proper egg chamber formation through the germline.  To further evaluate if 

FMRP is controlling proper egg chamber formation we looked at the S-phase marker 

BrdU.   

Upon exiting the germarium the 15 nurse cells initiate endocycling, a modified 

cell cycle altering between G and S phases. Given that endocycling is controlled by 

similar factors as the canonical cell cycle and the cell cycle data presented in Fig. 7.  We 

asked whether FMRP controls progression through S-phase posterior to the germarium.  

Indeed it did, resulting in delay or additional endocycles and in order to evaluate these 

differences, cell cycle profiles were examined using flow cytometry, Figure 9.  The data 

from the flow cytometry also supported the hypothesis that dFMRP is controlling germ 

cell proliferation, since when we compared the rescue to the mutant; there were 
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identifiable difference between the two profiles.  We specifically saw the lack of at least 

one endocycle in the mutant when compared to the rescue.  Supporting that dFMRP is 

required for proper egg chamber formation. 

 Normal dorsal-ventral polarity is established during oogenesis by two 

mechanisms acting together on opposite sides of the mature oocyte.  Specifically, gurken 

is acting a ligand for Egfr in follicle cells, signaling them to adopt a dorsal cell fate 

(Neuman-Silberberg and Schupbach, 1996).  While at the same time on the opposite side 

of the ovary, cbl is down regulating Egfr in follicle cells, signaling them to adopt a 

ventral cell fate (Pai et al., 2000).  These mechanisms when functioning correctly 

distinguish the dorsal and ventral sides of the mature oocyte. 

 When FMRP is removed, defects in dorsal-ventral polarity ensued.  Mature 

oocytes took on a ventralized appearance.  There was no distinguishment between the 

dorsal and the ventral sides, the eggs appeared to be very round and small.  Now this is 

not the traditional ventralized phenotype that has been reported previously.  Ventralized 

egg chambers have previously been characterized by; a lack of dorsal appendages, fusion 

of dorsal appendages or a shortening of the distant between dorsal appendages (Pai et al., 

2006).  Now since it is has been shown that cbl is involved in controlling proper dorsal-

ventral polarity on the ventral side (Pai et al., 2000), and previous microarray data (data 

not shown) showed cbl mRNA associates with FMRP and lastly that FMRP is generally 

known as negative regulator of translation, we hypothesized that FMRP is acting to 

control a misregulation of cbl.  We further went on to predict that mutations in cbl should 
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rescue our ventralization phenotypes.  In fact by reducing cbl by 50% nearly completely 

rescued our phenotypes, which lead us to our proposed model. 

 Our model suggests that FMRP is inhibiting the localized translation of cbl, 

resulting in proper egg chamber formation and dorsal-ventral polarity.  Our model is 

supported by our experiments for when we remove FMRP from the equation, cbl levels 

are over expressed and results in aberrant egg chambers with greater than or less than 16 

nurse cells and dorsal-ventral polarity defects ensue.  However, mutations in cbl, 

reducing its expression levels by 50%, both these phenotypes were recovered, thus 

further supporting our predicted model. 

Now one possible explanation for the under proliferation phenotype is that dFmr1 

controls proper germ cell divisions through the gene cbl.  By removing FMRP, cbl is 

allowed to become overactive, with significantly higher amounts being present in the 

germline.  If we look at Figure 1B we notice that the egg chamber not only has fewer 

than 16 germ cells, but that the germ cells are larger than normal, potentially equivalent 

in cytoplasmic material that the missing germ cells would make up.  This could be 

because the missing nurse cells are actually being incorporated into these larger ones, 

given that both egg chambers anterior and posterior to them are normal.  Since FMRP is 

no longer present and according to our model cbl is no longer being inhibited, the amount 

of divisions that the original germ stem cells are going is no longer being controlled.  

However, when we reduced cbl levels we rescued this underproliferation phenotype, 

supporting our hypothesis that FMRP inhibits cbl and our proposed model.   
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5. DISCUSSION 

Fragile X protein is an RNA binding protein with demonstrated roles in mRNA 

transport, localization and translation (Dictenberg et al., 2008; Estes et al., 2008; 

Laggerbauer et al., 2001; Li et al., 2001). It is currently accepted that FMRP regulates 

specific mRNAs, both directly as well as via the miRNA and siRNA pathways (Ishizuka 

et al., 2002; Jin et al., 2004) and it is the misregulation of these mRNA targets that is 

thought to lead to the anatomical and cognitive defects associated with Fragile X 

syndrome (FraX) (Dictenberg et al., 2008; Reeve et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2008; Zhang 

et al., 2001). Using biochemical purification approaches, several groups have shown that 

FMRP associates with several mRNA targets (Brown et al., 2001; Miyashiro et al., 2003; 

Zarnescu et al., 2005a), yet only a few of these have been demonstrated to mediate some 

aspect of FMRP function in vivo (Costa et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2003; Reeve et al., 2005; 

Schenck et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2001). With the establishment of the 

Drosophila FraX model, genetic tools have become available to test for the physiological 

significance of the mRNA targets predicted through biochemical approaches. The 

challenge remains to identify which mRNA targets mediate specific aspects of FMRP’s 

function throughout development. Here we report that cbl mRNA, which we previously 

found to be associated with FMRP in a complex (Zarnescu et al., 2005a), is 

overexpressed in dFmr1 mutant ovaries and interacts genetically with dFmr1. We 

provide the first evidence that FMRP controls cellular proliferation in the Drosophila 

germline and that this is, in part, mediated by the E3 ubiquitin ligase cbl.  
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5.1. Fragile X protein plays a role in cellular proliferation  

The majority of studies on FMRP biology have focused on its role in neuronal 

tissues, largely due to its implication in FraX, a syndrome characterized by severe 

cognitive deficits and behavioral abnormalities. Despite its ubiquitous expression 

throughout development, the role of FMRP in non-neuronal tissues remains understudied. 

Recent studies have demonstrated that FMRP is required during embryogenesis in 

Drosophila and have suggested new roles in cleavage furrow formation, in regulating the 

rapid nuclear divisions as well as in chromatin organization (Deshpande et al., 2006; 

Monzo et al., 2006). Other new functions outside the nervous system include a 

requirement for FMRP in proper egg chamber formation and germ stem cell maintenance 

during Drosophila oogenesis (this article and Costa et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2007). In 

addition, FMRP has been implicated in the proliferation of Sertoli cells, which function 

as support cells for the germline during testes development (Slegtenhorst-Eegdeman et 

al., 1998). Another link to cellular proliferation and differentiation comes from an in vitro 

study of neural stem cells, which suggests that FMRP may control these processes early 

in the development of the nervous system (Castren et al., 2005). These studies have not 

only shed light on the complexity of developmental roles for RNA binding proteins and 

their targets but have also provided valuable insights into FMRP functions that simply 

cannot be studied in the post-mitotic neuronal cells.  

 It has recently been shown that loss of dFmr1 results in the formation of egg 

chamber with fewer as well as supranumerary germ cells (see also Fig. 6 here) and this 
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can be rescued in part by mutations in orb, the Drosophila homolog of the translational 

regulator CPEB (Costa et al., 2005). In addition, loss of dFmr1 leads to premature 

differentiation and depletion of germ stem cells in the ovary (Yang et al., 2007). Taken 

together, both of these studies raise the possibility that FMRP might control the 

proliferation of the germline, which could explain both the presence of egg chambers 

with abnormal numbers of germ cells as well as the progressive loss of stem cells, 

possibly due to cell cycle defects, which in turn, may lead to premature differentiation. 

To test this possibility, we surveyed a battery of cell cycle markers, including cyclin E 

(G1/S transition), BrdU (S phase) and phosporylated histone H3 (M phase) for their 

distribution in dFmr1 and control ovaries. Our findings of additional cyclin E and PH3 

positive cells as well as increased BrdU incorporation in mutant germaria (Figs. 7 and 8 

A –M) can be interpreted in two ways: i) there are more proliferative mutant cells, or ii) 

mutant germ cells are delayed as they progress through the cell cycle. The only way to 

distinguish between these possibilities is to count the number of germ cells in dFmr1 

ovaries and determine if there are more of them, which would support the 

overproliferation hypothesis (i), or fewer, which is consistent with a cell cycle delay and 

subsequent underproliferation (ii). Given that loss of dFmr1 results in aberrant egg 

chambers with both supranumerary and fewer germ cells, we conclude that FMRP 

functions both as an inhibitor as well as a promoter of proliferation in the germline. Such 

a scenario would explain why sometimes the dFmr1 loss of function phenotypes exhibit 

variable expressivity and can be surprisingly mild. Since the observed aberrant egg 

chambers are generally surrounded by normal ones, this phenotype is likely to be a true 
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proliferation defect, which is cyst autonomous and does not occur due to abnormal cyst 

partitioning by the follicle cells in the germarium.   

 

5.2. mRNA targets as mediators of FMRP function throughout development  

Although a number of mRNA targets have already been demonstrated to act as 

effectors of FMRP, these studies are just beginning to uncover the complexities of FMRP 

function during development. FMRP has been shown to control some aspects of synaptic 

morphology by regulating futsch mRNA, which in turn, regulates the stability of the 

microtubule cytoskeleton (Wang et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2001). Rac1 and profilin 

mRNAs are both regulated by FMRP and mediate its function in neuronal morphology 

and neurite arborization (Lee et al., 2003; Reeve et al., 2005; Schenck et al., 2003). 

pickpocket (ppk) mRNA has been shown to mediate FMRP’s function in the sensory 

input that controls crawling behavior in Drosophila (Xu et al., 2004) while trailer hitch 

(tral) mRNA, has been shown to be regulated by FMRP during the mid-blastula 

transition (Monzo et al., 2006).  

 Our phenotypic and molecular analyses of dFmr1 mutant ovaries suggest that 

FMRP functions both to promote and to inhibit germ cell proliferation. These 

antagonistic roles for FMRP are likely to occur by controlling distinct mRNA targets and 

pathways during oogenesis. Here we focused on the relationship between FMRP and cbl 

mRNA, which we have previously shown to form a complex in vivo (Zarnescu et al., 

2005a). Using genetic interaction experiments, we show that reducing cbl dosage by half 
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results in rescue of the proliferation and oocyte polarity defects due to loss of dFmr1 

(Fig. 10). Notably, cbl rescues mainly the underproliferation phenotype and to a lesser 

extent, if at all, the overproliferation phenotype, suggesting that cbl mediates primarily 

FMRP’s function as a promoter of proliferation (see Table 1). This is consistent with a 

previous report showing that mutations in orb rescue the supranumerary germ cell 

phenotype of dFmr1 ovaries (see Table 1 in Costa et al., 2005) and suggests that orb 

mainly mediates the function of FMRP as an inhibitor of proliferation in the ovary.  

 Our data also show that FMRP acts through cbl to regulate cell cycle progression, 

possibly by controlling cyclin E expression in the germaria (Fig. 10). Since cbl encodes 

an E3 ubiquitin ligase, one prediction from our data is that Cbl protein ubiquitinates and 

targets for degradation one or more cell cycle regulators. In the future, it will be 

interesting to determine direct Cbl targets that may mediate the role of FMRP in cellular 

proliferation. A known target of Cbl is the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR), 

which is ubiquitinated and endocytosed following activation by Gurken (Grk) (Pai et al., 

2000). This regulation of EGFR signaling by Cbl is required for dorso-ventral polarity in 

the oocyte but this does not appear to be the mechanism by which FMRP functions in the 

ovary because dFmr1 mutant ovaries do not exhibit altered EGFR levels in the follicle 

cells (data not shown). In addition, specific reduction of FMRP in the follicle cells using 

follicle cell layer specific Gal4 drivers and a UAS-dFmr1 RNAi line did not produce 

oocyte polarity defects or any obvious follicle cell phenotypes. These data suggest that 

FMRP functions in oogenesis by regulating cbl in the germline rather than the somatic 

follicle cells. However, when egg chambers lacking FMRP in the germline but not in the 
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follicle cells were generated, no obvious phenotypes were observed (data not shown). 

Taken together, the results from these experiments suggest that FMRP functions non-

autonomously during oogenesis, through its effector, cbl. As an interesting parallel, 

FMRP also appears to act in a non-autonomous manner during neural development: 

dFmr1 mutant clones in the mushroom bodies show arborization defects that are much 

milder than those found in whole mutant brains (Michel et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2004).  

 A prediction from our genetic interaction experiments, is that cbl is upregulated in 

the absence of dFmr1. Indeed, quantitative RT-PCR shows that both cbl S and cbl L 

mRNAs are significantly higher in dFmr1 ovaries compared to controls (Fig. 11A). 

Although not quantitative, our in situ hybridization experiments also show what appears 

to be a visible upregulation of cbl mRNA in the germline (Fig. 11D - H). Surprisingly, 

we could not detect a significant change in Cbl protein levels (Fig. 11B) or localization 

(data not shown), which argues against FMRP being a canonical translational regulator of 

cbl. At face value, these data suggest that FMRP acts through cbl mRNA to regulate 

germline proliferation and oocyte polarity. Perhaps, high levels of cbl mRNA affect the 

composition and the physiology of mRNA granules in a manner that leads to the 

observed phenotypes. We have recently shown that loss of FMRP affects the exchange 

rate of mRNA molecules between RNA granules and the cytoplasmic pool (Estes et al., 

2008) and this in turn, could potentially affect RNA transport, translation and/or stability. 

Alternatively, given FMRP’s requirement in mRNA transport (Estes et al., 2008), it is 

possible that cbl mRNA may be aberrantly localized and this could lead to abnormal local 

translation, thus resulting in locally altered Cbl protein levels which may be difficult to 
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detect by Western or immuno-histochemistry.  

 Taken together, our results show that FMRP controls the production and/or 

stability of cbl mRNA during oogenesis and that upregulation of cbl levels leads to the 

observed germline proliferation and oocyte polarity defects (see Fig. 18 for model). 

Interestingly, tral mRNA is upregulated in dFmr1 null embryos while Tral protein, albeit 

mislocalized, does not undergo changes in its steady state levels (Monzo et al., 2006). In 

addition, ppk mRNA, which mediates FMRP’s function in locomotor activity is 

upregulated in dFmr1 embryos, possibly through an RNAi mechanism that involves 

Argonaute 2 (Ago2) (Xu et al., 2004). It will be interesting to see if FMRP also interacts 

with Ago2 and the RNAi machinery during oogenesis.  

   

5.3. Lessons from non-neuronal tissues 

In recent years, a number of reports have begun to explore FMRP’s function 

outside neuronal tissues. These studies, while they may appear disconnected from the 

human disorder, provide valuable insights into FMRP’s functions that simply cannot be 

studied in the post-mitotic neuronal cells. Although the different dFmr1 alleles we 

studied here produced slightly different phenotypes, it is possible that the proliferation 

defect of dFmr13 mutant ovaries is linked to the oocyte polarity defect observed. This 

possible connection between cell division and polarity likely involves FMRP regulating 

cbl expression, which appears to mediate both phenotypes. It will be interesting to test  
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Figure 18. Model for FMRP function in germ cell proliferation and proper 
egg chamber development in the ovary. 

 In wild-type ovaries, FMRP controls the expression of cbl, which in turn, 
mediates FMRP’s function in germ cell proliferation. RT-PCR experiments and 
genetic interactions between cbl and dFmr1 suggest that normally, FMRP 
negatively regulates the expression of cbl mRNA and this in turn controls the 
proliferation of the germline. Reduction of cbl dosage by half rescues 
significantly the dFmr1 underproliferation phenotype but only partially the 
overproliferation phenotype, therefore we suggest that the normal role of cbl is to 
primarily inhibit germ cell proliferation, although it may act as a positive 
regulator of proliferation as well. Expressing just the right levels of cbl is required 
for proper egg chamber formation and oocyte polarity. In the absence of dFmr1, 
cbl mRNA is significantly overexpressed through a mechanism that remains to be 
determined. Some possibilities include: i) misregulation of transcription, possibly 
due to chromatin disorganization as a consequence of the endoreplication defects 
found in nurse cells; ii) increased mRNA stability; iii) mRNA mislocalization and 
possibly, defects in localized protein synthesis. As a consequence of high cbl 
mRNA levels, the germline suffers proliferation and oocyte polarity defects, 
which may or may not be linked.  
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this relationship in other contexts where regulation of asymetric cell division and/or 

asymetric segregation of molecules establishes subsequent cell polarity during 

differentiation. For example, it may be that neural stem cells and progenitors also require 

FMRP for proper proliferation and differentiation as the germline does, and one critical 

function of FMRP in neurogenesis may be to coordinate cell division with establishment 

of cell polarity. In vitro manipulations of FraX neurospheres suggests that this might be 

the case although more work is needed to establish the role of FMRP in early neural 

development (Castren et al., 2005). Future studies will aim to determine the requirement 

of FMRP in the Drosophila brain neuroblasts and preliminary observations are consistent 

with a role in proliferation (Callan and Zarnescu, unpublished observations). Thus the 

lessons learned from oogenesis in the fly might prove to be far reaching and give us new 

clues towards understanding the role of FMRP in cognition and behavior.  
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